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PREFACE
Specially Abled

students at the Secondary level have an option

either to study Science and Mathematics or they have an opportunity
to select from the three subjects –Political Science, Sociology and
Economics. For the X std students who opt Economics, textbooks are
prepared in 2015 with the title, ‘Basic Concepts of Indian economy’.
In 2016,for the class IX, text books are prepared with the title ‘Basic
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Economic Analysis’ and for for class VIII with the title ‘Basic Concepts
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of Economics’, in line with the objectives of NCF-2005. These concepts
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create interest and curiosity among the students.

The textbook comprises of 10 Chapters. Precise and simple
presentation of the topics and concepts inspire the students for self
learning and develop analytical thinking. The activities and exercises at
the end of each chapter give opportunities for the students to participate
in discussions, group work, pair work, debates and other learning
activities.

Karnataka Textbook Society acknowledges the Chairperson
and Members of

Textbook Preparation committee, who guided and
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helped in the preparation of the textbook, scrutinisers, printers and
all who helped in the process of getting this textbook done. Karnataka
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Textbook Society hopes that the book will be helpful for the students
in developing their personality and hopes the society will get better
citizens for tomorrow.
Nagendra Kumar
Managing Director,
Karnataka Textbook Society,
Bengaluru- 560 085.

Dr. Baraguru Ramachandrappa
Chairperson,
State Textbook Review Committees,
Karnataka Textbook Society,
Bengaluru - 560 085.
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Chairperson Note
“History shows that where ethics and economics come in conflict, victory is
always with economics. Vested interests have never been known to have
willingly divested themselves unless there was sufficient force to compel
them”
					
- B. R. Ambedkar
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Economics is interesting subject. It is ever changing; learning
from past, deals with the present and prepares for the future. Hence
Knowledge of economics is vital for individuals and economies.
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The study of economics helps us to acquire problem solving skills and
develop a logical, ordered way of looking at problems. Hence the students
of Economics can take/make well-informed decisions. Economics also
allows one to study many disciplines including mathematics, statistics,
Physics, political science, sociology, environment, agricultural science,
law, governance, banking, finance, business, management, insurance,
real estate, public administration, journalism, health care, etc.,
Economics is the most prestigious subject of study. The students
opting economics also have another advantage. They develop rigorous
reasoning. Hence their career prospects are brighter and successful.
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The present 9th standard Economics textbook makes an attempt to
introduce the basic economic analysis. The text book has been prepared
keeping the need of the students at this stage in mind; the difficult
issues are simplified and presented in this text book.
The present text book has Ten chapters which gives a fair idea
of ‘Basic Economic Analysis’. The student will know Approaches to
Economic Theory, Market Structure, Distribution, Money, Money
Market and Capital Market, National Income, Business Cycle, Inflation
and Deflation, Fiscal and Monetary Policy, Welfare Economics in this
textbook.
The differently abled/blind students are sharp and acrid learners. In
order to facilitate their strong urge for learning, this text book is prepared.
The text also includes the pro people and pro society aspirations.
iii

I request our teacher fraternity friends to follow following guidelines
without fail, while teaching this text to the students.
1) In the first paragraph of every chapter the questions has been
raised on the issues that student will understand after studying
that chapter. Hence the teachers before beginning every chapter
ask those questions to the students and try to create ambiance
where in students are curious and enthusiastic to know and learn
about them.
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2) Request my fellow teachers and readers of this text to inform
the merits and demerits of the book to the Karnataka textbook
committee. The worthy suggestions will be incorporated while
rectifying the mistakes at the time of revision of this text book. We
also welcome parents and guardians suggestions in this direction.
3) We also request the teachers to help the students in doing their
project work given under each chapter.
My Heartfelt thanks to everyone who helped directly and indirectly
to bring out this ninth standard text book “Basic Economic Analysis”.
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Dr. S.R. Keshava
Chairperson
Textbook committee
Bengaluru.
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Chapter 1

Approaches to Economic Theory

d

“There is really no opposition between micro and macroeconomics. Both are
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absolutely vital. You are less than half educated if you understand the one
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while being ignorant of the other”.
				

- Prof. Samuelson

Introduction

Every discipline attempts to study the problems through different
approaches.These approaches provide more effective and realistic results.
Economics also adopts different approaches to analyse the problems it
seeks to study. They are also referred to as branches of Economics.
The most common branches of Economics are microeconomics and

to

macroeconomics. In this chapter you will study the meaning of micro and
macroeconomics, their subject matter and importance and limitations

No
t

of the two approaches.

Micro Economics
Meaning

The term microeconomics is derived from the greek word 'Mikros',
which represents the millionth part, hence a small unit. Microeconomics
studies the small or miniature units of an economy. These miniature
units are individual consumers and producers. Microeconomics
1

studies the behaviour of these individual units of consumption and
production. For example, the decision of an individual producer to
produce garments and the amount of investment that the producer
makes in it is a microeconomic decision. Similarly, number of shirts,
of a particular brand, you choose to buy or the number of hours of
work you decide to work are also microeconomic decisions. Likewise,
individual consumption, savings, investments, purchases, sales, etc.,
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are problems of microeconomics.
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Definitions
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Prof. K.E.Boulding defines "Micro economics is the study of particular
firms, particular households, individual prices, wages, income, particular
industries and particular commodities".

According to Prof. McConnell, "Micro economics is the study of the
specific economic units and a detailed consideration of the behaviour
of these individual units".

Thus, microeconomics does not consider economy as a whole but, as
an individual economic units or as parts of an economy. For example,

to

the demand of a consumer for a commodity, the supply of a firm.

Importance of Micro Economics
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The importance of microeconomics can be explained as follows:

i.

Understanding the Functioning of the Economic Units :

Microeconomics is very useful to understand the operation of the
economic units at the micro level. For example, it concerns itself
with the analysis of price determination of each good and service,
the wage of a particular type of labour, etc. Microeconomics is in
fact a microscopic study of the economy; that is the study of a
tree in the forest.
2

ii.

Formulation of Economic Policies : Microeconomics plays
an important role in economics, as it has both theoretical and
practical importance. It provides analytical tools for formulation
of economic policies that help to raise the welfare of the masses.
For instance, the analysis of price fixation helps in understanding
which good to tax and to what extent. It also provides tools for
assessing the impact of government welfare schemes on individual

Efficient Allocation of Resources : Microeconomics suggests

he

iii.
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units.

ways and means to evaluate the present allocation of resources
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and to change it for making it efficient. This helps in minimizing
cost and maximizing the benefits.
iv.

Construction and Use of Models : Microeconomics helps the
in construction

of models and methods for understanding

of the actual economic phenomena. Models are conceptual
representations of reality. Through modelling, we can identify
factors that affect a particular economic decision and accordingly
corrections can be made. According to Ackley, micro economics

v.

to

is an elegant method of problem solving.

Useful to Business Executives: The knowledge of microeconomics
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is very useful to business executives for choosing and implementing
strategies to attain maximum output at minimum cost. It helps
them to know about consumer's requirement and assess the cost
of their product.

vi.

Examine the Conditions of Economic Welfare: Microeconomics
is helpful to examine the conditions of economic welfare. With
the help of microeconomics one can understand the standard of
living of the people, the conditions that determine the standard of
living, etc.
3

vii.

Useful

in

Understanding

the

Problems

of

Taxation:

Microeconomics helps us in understanding some of the problems
related to taxation. For example, the distribution of burden of a
commodity tax between sellers and consumers.

Limitations of Micro Economics
Microeconomics also suffers from certain limitations, the important
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i.
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among them are:

Unrealistic Assumptions: Microeconomic approach is based on
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certain assumptions like rationality, perfect competition, other
things remaining equal, complete information, etc. Many of these
assumptions are not found in the real world.
ii.

Fails to give Clear Picture of Economy: Since microeconomics
concerns with the part of an economy, it does not study economy
as a whole and, therefore, it fails to give clear picture of an
economy.

iii.

True for a individual may not be true for the aggregate :

to

What is true of an individual is not always true for an economy.
For instance, if one individual saves, it is a good for the household,
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but if the entire community starts savings it will reduce the
demand and result in losses for producers. The findings of the
study of microeconomics should be applied to the aggregates with
utmost caution.

iv.

Limited Scope: Microeconomics has a limited scope. It appears
inadequate to explain the behaviour of an economy. Further, it
also misleads while analysing several economic problems.
4

Macro Economics
Meaning
The word 'Macro' is derived from the Greek word 'Makros', which
means 'large'. Macroeconomics deals with economic affairs of aggregate
units. It studies the economy as a whole. Generally, we can say that
macro economics is the branch of economics which studies the

d

aggregates of the economy. For example, total employment, aggregate
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income, aggregate savings, aggregate consumption, etc.
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In macroeconomics we study the collective functions of the entire
economy. Therefore, macroeconomics is also referred as aggregative
economics. Here we study how an economy tries to maximize its output,
how it tries to provide employment opportunities to its people, how it
maximizes the welfare of its people and so on. Hence, Macroeconomics
examines the forest and not a tree.

Definitions of Macro Economics

Prof.Kenneth E Boulding, defines macroeconomics as "it deals not

to

with the individual quantities as such, but, with the aggregates of
these quantities, not with the individual income but with the national

No
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income".

McConnel defines “Macroeconomics is concerned either with the

economy as a whole or with the basic sub division or aggregates such as
government, households and business which make up the economy”.
From the definition it is clear that, Macro economics studies the
economy as a whole. It is a study of aggregates. Macroeconomics studies
the important concepts like the theory of output and employment,
5

general price level and inflation, trade cycles, consumption and the
investment function, total savings, aggregate supply and demand, wage
level, interest rates and cost structure, economic growth and so on.

Importance of Macro Economics
The study of macroeconomics is important because of the following

Functioning of an Economy : The study of macro economics is

he

i.
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reasons:

useful for understanding the working of an economy. It studies
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the trends in total income, output, employment and the general
price level in the economy etc.
ii.

Clear Picture of the Economy : Macroeconomics not only helps
us to understand the functioning of an economy but also gives
us the clear picture of the economy. For example, it gives us the
clear picture of aggregate demand, aggregate supply etc.

iii.

Useful in Economic Policies : It is very useful in economic policies.

to

Developing countries have innumerable economic problems like

No
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over population, inflation, depression, deficit balance of payment,
etc. Macroeconomics is very useful to solve these problems.

iv.

Useful for Economic Growth : Macro economics is very useful
to know the level of resources and capabilities of an economy.
Plans for the overall increase in national income, output and
employment are framed and used to raise the level of economic
development of a country.
6

v.

Measurement of National Income : It helps us to measure the
national income and also know the distribution of national income.
This helps to understand the concept of poverty, inequality, etc.

vi.

Trade Cycles: It studies the fluctuations in the broad economic
aggregates. It helps in analysing the causes of economic
fluctuations. It provides remedies to come out from these problems.

he
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Limitations of Macro Economics

i.
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Macroeconomics also have certain limitations, they are:

Excessive Generalisation : The major limitation of macro
economics is its excessive generalisation. As a result one may get
wrong conclusions.

ii.

Neglects micro study : Macroeconomic study is not complete
because it does not include micro study. Therefore we may get
incomplete information. For example, what is true of aggregates

iii.

to

may not necessarily be true of an individual.

Statistical and Conceptual Difficulties : The measurement of
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macroeconomic concepts involves some statistical and conceptual
difficulties.

Differences between micro economics and macro economics
The major differences between microeconomics and macroeconomics
are as follows:

7

i.

Microeconomics is the study of economic behaviour of individuals,
particular firms, particular industries, particular commodities,
particular households, particular prices, etc. For example, a
consumer's demand for a commodity's price, etc. Whereas,
macroeconomics deals with aggregates and averages of an
economy. For example, aggregate demand, total employment,
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aggregate national income, total consumption, total savings,

The basis of microeconomics is the price mechanism, which
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ii.

he

general price level, etc.

operates with the help of demand and supply forces. This helps
to determine the equilibrium price in the market.Whereas, on
the other hand, the basis of macroeconomics is national income,
output, employment and general price level which are determined
by aggregate demand and supply.
iii.

The scope of microeconomics is limited whereas the scope of

iv.

to

macroeconomics is broader.

Microeconomics is the study of a part of the economy whereas

No
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macroeconomics studies economy as a whole.

v.

Microeconomics deals with the distribution of national income
among the factors of production whereas macroeconomics is
concerned with income formation, fluctuation and propagation in
terms of savings and investment.

8

Exercise
I. Choose the correct answer from the four options given below.
1)

Microeconomics studies helps an individual to maximize
the benefits and ___________the costs.
a) minimize		

b) maximize

		

c) average		

d) equal
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Macroeconomics studies economy as a _________.
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2)

d

		

		

a) part		

b) whole

		

c) individual		

d) none of the above

3)

Microeconomics is the study of _________.

		

a) particular firms

b) particular households

		

c) total consumption

d) both a & b

Macroeconomics deals with ______

to

4)

a) aggregate demand

b) total employment

		

c) aggregate national income d) all the above
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5)

The major defect of macroeconomics is its excessive __________

		

a) individualism

b) generalisation

		

c) information		

d) none of the above

9

II.

Fill in the blanks.
1)

Microeconomics studies the economy as a_________.

2)

______ economics helps to understand the standard of living of
the people.
______ is the study of aggregates.

4)

_______ is very useful in economic policies.

5)

Total employment is an example of_________economics.
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3)

III. Answer the following in one sentence.
1)

What is meant by ‘Mikros’?

2)

What is meant by ‘Makros’?

3)

Give any two examples of microeconomics.

4)

Give any two examples of macroeconomics.

5)

What

the

to

is

difference

between

microeconomics

and

No
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macroeconomics on the basis of scope of the study?

IV.

Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.

1)

What do we study in Microeconomics?

2)

What do we study in Macroeconomics?

3)

How does macroeconomics help in understanding the
formulation of Economic Policies?
10

4)

How does macroeconomics helps to understand the functioning
of an Economy?

5)

Differentiate microeconomics and macroeconomics on the
basis of study.

Answer the following in an about 8 sentences.
Discuss in brief the merits of microeconomics.

2)

Write a brief note on the merits of macroeconomics.

3)

Briefly discuss the demerits of microeconomics.

4)

Mention the various demerits of macroeconomics.

5)

List

he
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1)
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V.

out

the

differences

between

Microeconomics

Macroeconomics.

Project Work

to

• Make a list of various examples you come across
under the head of microeconomics.
• Make a list of various examples you come across

No
t

under the head of macro economics.

MHMHM
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Chapter 2

Market Structure
“A market economy is to economies what democracy is to government:
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Introduction

- Charles Wheelan

he

					

d

a devent, if flawed, choice among many bad alternatives”.

Market is the mechanism through which sellers and buyers interact
for exchange of goods. The structure of a market depends upon the
relative strength of buyers and sellers and the degree to which either
can influence the prices and quantity transacted. Therefore, there can
be numerous market structures. If so, what are the different market
situations? What are perfect and imperfect markets? What are the types
of imperfect markets? What are their futures? The present chapter tries
structure.

No
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Meaning

to

to provide the answer to these questions for understanding the market

Market structure refers to the basic features of a market like the

nature of the product, number of buyers and sellers and activities to
influence the behaviour of buyers and sellers resulting in a specific
price and quantity traded.Hence, market structure is defined as “the
interconnected characteristics of a market, such as the number and
relative strength of buyers and sellers and degree of collusion among
them, level and forms of competition, extent of product differentiation,
and ease of entry into and exit from the market”.
12

Determinants of market structure
The definition given above identifies the important determinants of
market structure as: i) The number of buyers and sellers ii) Relative
strength of buyers and sellers iii) Nature of the product iv) Conditions
of entry into and exit from the market v) Nature of external influence
like advertisement or government policy and vi) Degree of market

he

competition leading to different types of market.
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information. Variations in these features results in different degrees of
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Types of Market

The degree of competition is the basic factor to differentiate market
types. Hence, based on the nature and degree of competition, markets
are classified as: a) Perfect competition and b) Imperfect competition
markets. Imperfect competition is further classified as: I) Monopoly
II) Monopolistic III) Oligopoly IV) Duopoly. Let us discuss them briefly.

Market Structure

No
t

to

Figure: Market Structure

Perfect Competition

Monopoly

Imperfect Competition

Monopolistic

Oligopoly

13

Duopoly

Perfect Competition
Meaning
Perfect competition refers to a market structure where there is a
large number of buyers and sellers, all engaged in buying and selling
the same commodity, at a single price and with complete freedom of

d

entry and exit.
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In the words of Lipsey, "Perfect competition is a market structure
in which all firms in an industry are price takers and in which there is
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freedom of entry into, and exit from, industry".

Features of perfect competition

The important features of perfect competition are:
i.

Large number of sellers and buyers: In perfect competition
there are a large number of buyers and sellers buying and selling
a commodity. Each buyer and seller is a very small component
of the market. No buyer or seller can alter the price by their

to

individual action. They have to trade at the going price for the
product. Hence market decides the price and buyer and seller are

No
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mere price takers.

ii.

Homogeneous product: Producers in perfect competition produce

homogeneous commodity so that no buyer has any preference
for the product of any individual seller over others. Since, the
commodity is the same in all respects, there is no chance for
any seller to charge a different price. This is another reason for a
single price prevailing in this market structure.
14

iii.

Free entry and exit: There is no restriction for the entry of new
sellers or buyers into the market as well as existing ones to go
out. Whenever the industry is earning excess profits, some new
sellers may enter the market whereas during the time of loss,
some of the existing firms may exit.

iv.

Perfect Knowledge: It is assumed that the sellers and buyers

d

have complete knowledge of market conditions. Information
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relating to number and types of products, their sellers, possible
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future prices and quantities is known to every buyer and seller.
Such perfect knowledge forces the sellers to sell their products at
the existing price and the buyers to buy at that price.
v.

Perfect mobility of factors of production: Factors of production,
namely land, labour, capital and organization, are free to move in
and out of the market without any restrictions.

vi.

Uniform price: Because of homogeneity of the product and

to

complete market information, there will be a single price prevailing
in the market which has to be accepted by all. This price is

No
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determined by the forces of demand and supply.

vii.

No transportation cost: In perfect competition, it is assumed
that the transportation cost will not exist. If transport costs are
added to the price of the product, a commodity will have different
prices depending upon transport costs from the place of supply.

15

Imperfect Competition
In the real world, it is rather difficult to find a perfectly competitive
market structure because one or few of the conditions of perfect
competition will be violated. Hence, the more relevant market structure
is the imperfect competition where in the individual firms have a
relatively greater control over the price of the commodity they are

d

selling. This market structure is categorised ranging from one seller to
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a large number of sellers and buyers. Based on the number of seller
we have monopoly (single seller), duopoly (two sellers), oligopoly (few
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sellers) and monopolistic competition (many sellers). Let us discuss the
features of these market structures.

I. Monopoly
Meaning

Monopoly is a basic form of imperfect competition. The term monopoly
has been derived from two greek words - 'mono' meaning single and
'poly' meaning seller. Hence, monopoly is a market in which there is a

to

single seller. The distinguishing feature of monopoly is that it is a unique

No
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product with no close substitute for it and entry of other producers is
strictly prohibited. This means that no other firms produce a similar
product. Naturally, the monopolist is a price maker who can set the
price to gain maximum advantage. The ultimate aim of the monopolist
is to have maximum profits.
Thus, the conditions required for monopoly to exist are: a) There is a
single producer or seller of a product; b) There are no close substitutes
for the product; and c) Strict barriers to the entry and exit of the firms .
16

Features of Monopoly
The main features of monopoly market structure are:
i.

Single Seller : In this market there is a single seller. A monopolist
may be a person, a few persons or it may be in the form of Joint
Stock Company.

producing the same or similar product.

No difference between firm and industry : While a firm is
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iii.

d

No close substitute : In this market there are no other firms

he

ii.

a single unit of production of a good, an industry is a collection
of firms producing similar goods. Hence, the monopolist being
a single producer/seller, that unit is the firm as well as industry.
iv.

Uniform or Discriminatory pricing : If monopolist charges
a single uniform price for all their customers it is known as uniform
pricing, if different prices are charged for different customers, then
it is known as discriminatory pricing or price discrimination. This

v.

to

pricing is followed to earn as much profits as possible.
Complete control over the product: Under monopoly, the
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monopolist has complete control over the supply of end product.

vi.

Price makers: Monopolist is a price maker and not a price taker,

as in the firm under perfect competition.

vii.

Profit maximization: The sole aim of the producer in this market
is to obtain maximum possible profit.

17

II. Duopoly
Meaning
The phrase ‘duo’ in the term duopoly means two. Therefore duopoly
is a market structure where there are only two sellers producing/
selling a given product in the market. These two sellers control the

d

whole market for that product.
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There are very few examples of duopolistic markets but one wellknown example is the large jet airliners market. Since the 1990s this
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market has been dominated by two competitors, Airbus and Boeing.
The two firms control the supply for airliners and only have one another
to compete against. This situation is a duopoly.

Features of duopoly

The important features of duopoly are:

i. Two sellers : Under duopoly there are only two sellers.

to

ii. Identical goods : The two firms produce identical goods.

No
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iii.Independent firms : Both sellers are completely independent and
no agreement exists between them.

iv. Action of one affects another : Under duopoly a change in the
price and output of one firm will affect the sales prospects of the
other firm.
v. Substitute goods not available : There are no other firms in the
market who produce the same or substitute goods.
18

III. Oligopoly
Meaning
Oligopoly is the most prevalent form of market structure. The phrase
‘oligo’ in the term oligopoly means few. Thus an oligopoly is a market
structure in which there are very few firms selling homogeneous product
or slightly differentiated forms of the same product. Oligopoly is said to
prevail when there are few firms or sellers in the market producing or

he
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selling a product. For example; Automobile manufactures.

i.
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Features of oligopoly

Few sellers : Oligopoly is characterized by a few sellers or firms.
Each firm produces a considerable share of the total output of the
industry and have a noticeable effect on market conditions. These
firms compete among each other to capture a dominant share of
the market.

ii. Interdependence of the firms : Under oligopoly there is
interdependence between various firms in their decision making.
This is because when the number of competitors are few, any

to

change in price and output by one firm will have a direct effect
on the business of its rivals, which will obviously retaliate by
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changing its price and output as the case may be. Every move by
one seller leads to counter moves by the other sellers.

iii. Importance of advertising and selling costs : A direct effect of
interdependence of oligopolists is that, the firms have to employ
various aggressive and defensive marketing strategies to gain a
greater share in the market. Therefore oligopoly firms spend more
on advertisements.
19

iv. Collusive behaviour : Because of the interdependence there
exists for the firms to enter into agreement to decide together for
maximizing collective profits.
Prof. Stigler, defines oligopoly as a situation in which a firm bases
its market policy in part on the expected behaviour of a few close rivals.

d

IV. Monopolistic Competition
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Meaning
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Monopolistic Competition is market situation in which there are many
producers/sellers who produce/sell goods that are close substitutes
of each other. Prof. E.H. Chamberlin discussed this market structure
through his book ‘Theory of Monopolistic Competition’ published in
1933.

Features of Monopolistic Competition
i.

Large number of buyers and sellers : There are a large number

to

of buyers and sellers in the monopolistic competition market.
ii. Production differentiation : Product differentiation is the hall

No
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mark of monopolistic competition. It is done through differentiation
in trade marks, registration, patent, quality of raw materials,
advertisement, salesmanship, etc.

iii. Free entry and exit of firms : In monopolistic competition firms
are free to enter and go out of business.
iv. Price Makers : Firms under monopolistic competition are price
makers.
20

Features of perfect and imperfectly competitive market structures
are summarised in the following table:
Features

Perfect
Competition

Imperfect Competition

Large

Varied but not too many

Nature of Product

Homogeneous

Product Differentiation

Zero

Limited

Complete

Incomplete

Power (Market power)
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Market Knowledge

he

Degree of Monopoly

d

Number of Firms

Price Policy of Firm

Price-taker

Price-maker

Elasticity of Demand

Perfectly elastic

Less elastic

Entry of Firms

Depends on Market

Free

Structure

Exercise

1)

to

Choose the correct answer from the four options given
below.

I.

The sellers and buyers have perfect knowledge of market

No
t

conditions under ______ .
		

a) duopoly		

b) monopoly

		

c) perfect competition

d) oligopoly

2)

Imperfect competition can be classified as ______ .

		

a) monopoly

b) monopolistic

		

c) oligopoly		

d) all the above
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3)

Prof. E.H. Chamberlin through his book popularised the
________ competition.

		

a) monopolistic

b) monopoly

		

c) duopoly		

d) oligopoly

4)

Oligopoly is characterized by a _____ sellers.
a) single		

b) few

		

c) many		

d) none of the above

Products can be differentiated using trademarks, patents
under______ .

he

5)

d

		

a) monopoly

b) monopolistic

		

c) oligopoly		

d) duopoly

Fill in the blanks.
1)

Market structure refers to the ________ features of a market.

2)

Producers in perfect competition produce _______________
commodity .

3)

Monopoly is a market in which there is a _______ seller.

4)

Automobile manufactures is example of _________ market.

5)

Under monopolistic competition are price______.

to

II.
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No
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III. Answer the following in one sentence.
1)

What is the basic factor for classifying markets?

2)

Name the various markets under imperfect competition.

3)

What does the word ‘poly’ mean?

4)

How is price of the commodity determined under perfect
competition?

5)

What is meant by the word ‘oligo’?
22

IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
1)

What is meant by market structure?

2)

Name the major types of market structure.

3)

What is meant by perfect competition?

4)

Name the necessary conditions for existence of a Monopoly

Answer the following in an about 8 sentences.
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V.

Give an example of Duopoly market.

he

5)

d

market.

1)

Explain the various types of markets in brief.

2)

Briefly discuss the features of a perfectly competitive market.

3)

Write a short note on oligopoly market.

4)

Discuss the various features of a monopolistic market.

5)

Bring out the differences between perfect and imperfect

to

competition.

Project Work

No
t

• Make a list of goods and classify them under
various market structures.

• Collect information and write about the various
types of markets prevailing in your district.

MHMHM
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Chapter 3

d

Distribution

he

“Accounts for sharing of the wealth produced by a community among the
agents, or the owners of the agents, which have been active in its production”
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- Chapman

Introduction

The commodities we buy in the market are produced with the help
of various inputs. These inputs or factors of production are owned by
different people and they should be rewarded for providing their services
towards production. Producers face challenges in determining the price
of each factor and their sharesin the total value of the output. If so, what
is distribution? How are various factors of production priced? What is

to

the importance of pricing factors of production? How the service of
various factors of production should be evaluated and rewarded. The

No
t

study of this chapter will not only help to answer this questions and
also other aspects of distribution.

Meaning of Distribution
Distribution is one of the important concepts of economics. The four
factors of production namely : land, labour, capital and organization
coordinate with each other to produce various outputs. These factors
are paid by the producer for availing their services. The concept of
24

distribution helps in understanding the way the prices for these factors
are determined. It indirectly suggests the nature of distribution of
income among these factors. Because it deals with determination of
prices of the factors, it is also called as Factor Pricing. Each factor has
its own price or reward. For instance, rent is the reward for land, wages
for labor, interest for capital, and profit for entrepreneurship.

The Concept of Distribution

d

According to the concept of distribution, the factors are paid for the

he

services offered by them and not the price of the factor itself. Thus,
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distribution of rewards towards factors is a functional distribution. For
instance, (i) rent is paid for use of land and not for the hectares of land;
(ii) wages are paid for the service of the labour and not to the labour; (iii)
interest is the price for the use of capital; and (iv) profit is the reward of
entrepreneur for his services.

Rent

Rent in general terms refers to the fixed amount of payment that
a tenant pays regularly for the use of something that belongs to
someone else (typically, a property, land, furniture, machine or a car).

to

In economics, rent is used in a very narrow sense and is referred as the
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price that is paid for the services of land and other free gifts of nature.
There are two important viewpoints regarding rent: (i) Classical

View - Ricardian Theory of Rent and (ii) Modern View - Modern Theory
of Rent
i.

Classical View - Ricardian Theory of Rent: According to Ricardo
“rent is that portion of the produce of the earth which is paid to
the landlord for the use of the original and indestructible power of
the soil”. The theory emphasizes that (i) rent arises on land only
25

because it’s amount is fixed in supply. (ii) a tenant makes the
payment to the landlord for the features of the soil that includes
natural soil, fertility, mineral deposit, climatic conditions, etc. (iii)
productivity of land differs due to fertility and location. (iv) better
quality land always have advantage over the others and are paid
more rent. This rent is called as differential rent.
Modern View – Modern Theory of Rent: Modern theory of rent is

d

ii.

he

an improvement over the Ricardian theory of rent. Economists like
Marshall, Mrs. Joan Robinson and Kenneth Boulding contributed
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to the ideas of rent which is called modern theory of rent. According
to the theory, rent is that part of the payment which is paid to
the factor of production in excess of the minimum amount that is
necessary to retain the services of the factor of production in its
existing employment. Hence, rent is equal to actual earning after
deducting the transfer earning.

That is: Rent= Actual earning –Transfer earning ; where Actual
earning is what the factor of production earns in its present

to

employment. Transfer Earnings is the minimum payment necessary
to prevent a factor of production from moving to a different use or

No
t

employment.

Wages

Wages are the rewards paid to the labourers for their labour. It is a

compensation paid by an employer to the employee in exchange of the
employee’s productive services.Wage includes all forms of payments
(salary, bonus and other forms). They are paid to the labour for using
their mental and physical skills. For instance: work done by a farmer in
26

the paddy field or work performed by a doctor may result in a wage or a
fee. According to Bentham “A wage may be defined as the sum of money
paid under contract by an employer to worker for services rendered”.

Types of wages:
i.

Nominal wages : The money wage paid to the workers without
taking into account the price changes. For instance, it is the hourly,

ii.

he
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daily or monthly wage that is fixed and paid to the laborers.
Real wages : If the money wage is adjusted (usually known as
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discounting) for the rise in prices, it reflects the quantity of goods
and services the wages can buy. Real wages are an indication of
the standard of living of the individuals.
iii.

Cash wages : Cash wages are the wages paid in cash to the
labourer for the work done.

iv.

Piece wages : When wages are paid according to the units or
pieces of work done, it is called as piece rate or piece wage. If the

to

teacher is paid according to the units or chapters covered in the
syllabus, it is called as piece wage.
Time wages : Time wages are paid based on the time spent by

No
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v.

the labourer for production of a product.The hourly payment of
temporary teachers is an example for this.

vi.

Wages in kind : When the labourer is paid in terms of goods
rather than cash it is called wages in kind.

27

Interest
Interest is the payment for the capital or money borrowed. In other
words, interest is the price paid for the capital used in the production
process. It means that interest is paid for only that part of the capital
which is used for lending and not on the total capital. According to J.
M. Keynes "Interest is the premium which has to be offered to induce
people to hold their wealth in some form other than hoarded money".

d

According to Batch:"Interest is the price paid for the use of money or

he

credit”.

i.
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Interest is of two types: (i) Net Interest (ii) Gross Interest.

Net Interest- It is the price paid for the use of money capital for
a particular period of time. This interest is also called as pure
interest.

ii.

Gross Interest - Gross interest includes the total payment made
by the borrower to the lender of the capital. It includes rewards
like rewards for risk, for management, for inconvenience, other
than net interest.

to

Gross Interest = Net Interest + Reward for Management + Reward

No
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for Risk +Reward for Inconvenience

The components of Gross Interest are:
i.

Net Interest : It is the price paid for the use of money capital for
a particular period of time.

ii.

Rewards for risk taking : The lender faces the risk of loss of
capital due to trade and personal risks. (i) Trade risk arises due
to uncertainty of profit in the business. The borrower will not be
28

able to repay the loan amount in time. (ii) Personal risk arises due
to dishonesty of the borrower.
iii.

Reward for Management : The lender is required to spend some
amount of money for maintaining records of the loans, buying
stationery, legal documentation, etc. The lender should be paid
for these extra responsibilities.
Reward for Inconvenience : Sometimes the lender needs his

d

iv.
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money back to reinvest somewhere else. The borrower may not be
able to return the money in time. Thus, the lender should be paid

Profits
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for the inconvenience caused to him.

Profit is the reward for entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs use their
abilities to coordinate all the factors of production in the productive
activity. In this process they take risks and bear uncertainty. Profits
are the rewards for this risk and uncertainty bearing function of an
entrepreneur. Profit is calculated as a residual income, i.e., as the

to

surplus left after making payments to all other factors of production.
Types of Profits:
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There are various types of profits. The important among them are:

(i) Gross Profit (ii) Net Profit. Let us know about each one of them in
brief:

i. Gross Profit : Gross profit is the income left after paying all the factors
of production. Thus, gross profit includes (i) rent for own land that
the entrepreneur uses for the business, (ii) interest on own capital
invested by the entrepreneur (iii) wages for managerial functions
29

performed by the entrepreneur (iv) Gains due to some favorable
market conditions (v) income earned through new innovations and
(vi) income earned by bearing risks and uncertainties.
ii. Net Profit : The net profit consists of earnings of the entrepreneur for
performing various functions namely: (i) combining various factors of
production; (ii) risk and uncertaintybearing; and (iii) experimenting

he

Exercise

d

new innovations in the production and marketing processes.

1)
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I. Choose the correct answer from the four options given below.
The process of valuation of the services rendered by the factors
of production is called as________.
		

a) collection

b) distribution

		

c) estimator

d) none of the above

2)

Rent is paid for the use of _______
a) land

b) capital

		

c) labour

d) none of the above

Wages paid according to the number of units produced of a

No
t

3)

to

		

product by the labourer is called as__________.

		

a) piece wage

b) real wage

		

c) nominal wage

d) none of the above

4)

Rent= Actual earning –_____________.

		

a) Actual savings

b) Net earnings

		

c) Transfer savings

d) Transfer earnings
30

5)

The part of net profit which is in excess over normal profit is
called___________.

		

a) gross profit

b) super normal profit

		

c) normal profit

d) none of the above

Fill in the blanks.
The concept of distribution is also called as________.

2)

The two viewpoints regarding rent are _______ and __________.

3)

Interest can be classified into _______ and ______.

4)

Wage includes all forms of __________.

5)

Entrepreneur is paid for his services in the form of _______.

he
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II.

III. Answer the following in one sentence.
What is distribution?

2)

How is land rewarded for its services?

3)

How can real wage be calculated?

4)

What is interest?

5)

How are entrepreneurial rewarded for their services?

No
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to

1)

IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
1)

What is the modern theory of rent?

2)

What is meant by wages?

3)

Differentiate between piece wage and time wage.

4)

What is Net Profit?

5)

List the components of Gross interest.
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Answer the following in an about 8 sentences.
Explain the concept of Distribution.

2)

Discuss the Ricardian theory of rent.

3)

Write a note on various types of wages.

4)

Explain Gross Interest in detail.

5)

Discuss the various types of profits in detail.

Project Work
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1)

he

V.
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• Make a list of various types of wages prevailing
in your district.
• Collect information and write about the how
land rent is calculated in your district.

No
t

to

MHMHM
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Chapter
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MONEY
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“Every branch of knowledge has its fundamental discovery. In mechanics,
it is the wheel, in science fire, in politics the vote, similarly in economics, in
the whole commercial side of Man’s social existence, money is the essential
invention on which all the rest is based”.
					
- Geoffrey Crowther
“The importance of money flows from it being a link between the present and
the future”

- J.M. Keynes

Introduction

No
t

to

Money is almost everything in our life today. We struggle to earn
money, spend it judiciously and save it for future requirements. It is
so because, only money can buy any good or service that we require.
Without money nothing can be bought. As consumers we buy goods like
food, clothes, books, shoes, etc., and services like education, health,
entertainment, etc. Similarly, a producer has to buy raw materials,
labour, equipment, etc., for carrying out production activities. As you
can visualize word money immediately makes us to think of currency
notes.The absence of money would bring the economic transactions
to a standstill. If so, what is money? What are the different stages of
evolution of money? What is barter system? What are the functions
of money? What are the features of good money? The present chapter
attempts to find the answers for these questions and explore various
concepts of money.
33

Meaning and Definitions
Money is one of the most crucial inventions of the mankind.
Money makes the day-to-day transactions easier and smoother. It is
a widely accepted means of exchange. Money facilitates the process of
consumption, production, distribution and exchange.
According to Prof. Walker defines money as “Money is what money

d

does”. Prof. Walker states that "anything which performs the functions
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of money is called as money". Prof. Seligman defines money as “a thing
that possesses general acceptability”. Prof. Seligman opines that any
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good which is generally accepted as money by the people is called as
money. Similarly, Prof. Crowther defines money as “anything that is
generally acceptable as a means of exchange and at the same time acts
as a measure and store of value”. Prof. Crowther’s definition of money
is considered to be comprehensive. He states that anything that has
general acceptability as a medium of exchange and which also acts as
a store of value can be termed as money.

Stages of Evolution of Money

to

Man, since time immemorial, used different forms of money. Money
has been accepted in different forms through the time and space.
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The major stages of evolution of money after the barter system are
I) Commodity Money II) Metallic Money III) Paper Money IV) Bank Money
V) Plastic Money VI) Electronic Money.
I.

Commodity Money : Commodity Money refers to any commodity
or a good that was generally accepted and used as money. A
commodity or a good with a specific size and weight was considered
as money and everything else was measured in terms of the
standard commodity. Different commodities were regarded as
34

money in different countries at different times. For instance; Maize
in Guatemala, Cattle and Cloth in Sweden, Calves in Hungary,
Butter in Norway, Arrows and Guns in Brazil, Gold Dust in Japan
were used as commodity money.
II.

Metallic Money : Usage of Metals such as Gold and Copper is
known to man since 6000BC. The progress of human civilization

d

helped them to use it as money. The precious metals like
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gold, silver, copper, bronze due to their scarcity, usefulness,
attractiveness were used as metallic money. The precious metals
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were cut into appropriate sizes with a precise quality, weight and
fitness, further they were stamped with a seal of the ruler which
made metallic money legally acceptable at that time. There were
different denominations of metallic money which helped for easy
payments. Unlike the commodity money, the metallic money was
convenient, storable and easy portable.
III.

Paper Money : The metallic money was heavy and carrying from
one place to another was unsafe. Hence, traders began to carry

to

the written documents issued by renowned financiers as a proof

No
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of the money they possess. The first use of paper currency is
traced to 806 AD in China by Tang Dynasty, where they were
used as “compensation notes” or “flying currency" because of the
usage of letters of credit transferred over large distances.

The real paper currency was first issued by the Song dynasty in
1023. Later it spread to Europe. The paper money was introduced in
India by the British in 19th Century. The Paper Currency Act of 1861
gave the British Government in India the monopoly in notes issue.
35

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is the Central Bank of India. It
was established on 1st April 1935 at Calcutta. RBI issued the first
five rupee note in January 1938, followed by ten rupee note, hundred
rupees note, thousand and ten thousand rupee note in the following
months of 1938. These notes had the signature of second RBI Governor
Sir James Taylor. The first Governor of RBI was Sir Osborne Smith. He
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did not sign any bank notes.

IV.
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controls the supply of paper money in India.

he

The RBI was nationalised on 1st January 1949. RBI issues and

Bank Money : The improvement in financial system and
flourishing of trade and commerce facilitated the creation and
wide acceptance of bank money. The use of cheques, drafts, bank
credits, promissory notes and other bank documents is called
as Bank Money. Money can be transferred from one account to
another or payments can be made from one bank to another
through Bank Money. Plastic money and electronic money are

Plastic Money : Plastic money refers to all type of bank cards viz.,
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V.

to

the recent developments of the bank money.

credit cards, debit cards, smart cards, etc. It was first introduced
during 1950s. It is an easier way of paying for goods and services.
It reduces the risk of handling a huge amount of cash. Plastic
money is used as substitute for currency. They are not money
by themselves, but they act as money under certain conditions.
These cards facilitate cashless transactions.
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VI.

Electronic Money : Electronic money is digital equivalent of cash.
It is stored electronically on a devise or remotely by server. For
instance; online banking, internet commerce, electronic funds
transfers etc. are called as electronic money. At present, some of
the monetary transactions are done through electronic money.

Barter system – Meaning

d

Barter system is an ancient form of exchange. Human needs were
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simple and limited. Individuals exchanged goods with each other to
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satisfy their wants. Barter system refers to the exchange of goods for
goods without the use of money. It was the main mode of exchange
for most of the early civilizations in the world. Before the invention of
money, barter system was used for exchange of goods and services. In
many tribal societies in India families used to exchange labour services
in return for food and other labour services. For example, if a family
needs labourers to harvest crop then another family would come to
provide the service with the promise that it will get the same type of
help in return either for harvesting crop or roofing house etc. This type

to

of practice is still prevalent today in remote tribal areas of India. People

No
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in various occupations, namely, farmers, artisans, cobblers, carpenters
etc. used to exchange their products and services among themselves.

Advantages of barter system:
Following are the few major advantages of barter system:
i.

Barter system is a simple system of exchange: Barter system
facilitated the exchange of goods and services with goods and
services. It worked well in simple system where wants were limited.
37

ii.

No under production nor surplus production: The goods are
produced according to the requirements of the society and hence
there was neither under production nor over production.

iii.

No wastage of resources: Resources are not wasted as the goods
and services are produced based on the requirements of the
society.

iv.

Wealth does not concentrate in few hands: Barter system does

he
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not promote the concentration of wealth in the hands of few as
they cannot store the exchanged goods for a longer period.
Self-sufficiency

among

the

participants:

Barter
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v.

system

facilitates the self-sufficiency among the participants
vi.

Direct contact between buyers and sellers: Barter system
establishes a direct contact between buyers and sellers.

vii.

Does not have the problems of Business cycle: Barter system
does not have the problems of modern economic system like
inflation, deflation, depression, financial crisis etc. as goods are
exchanged for goods without money.

to

Disadvantages of barter system:
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The major limitations of the barter system are:

i.

Lack of double coincidence of wants : Barter system works

only when the wants of the buyers and sellers coincide. In other
words barter exchange happened only when a person wants to
sell wheat could find a person who required wheat and the first
person also required the goods present with the buyer of the
wheat. Such a coincidence of wants was quite difficult to occur
and this restricted overall trade.
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ii.

Lack of common measure of value : The barter system does
not have a common measure in which the value of commodities
can be exactly measured. It made barter exchange difficult. How
much ragi should be exchanged for one kg of rice or how much
rice for one chair was not clear as there was no common measure
of value.

iii.

Lack of standard deferred payments : The barter system cannot

d

facilitate for credit transactions or future payments. It would

he

be difficult to arrange the good of the same quality on a future
date. moreover even if the same good was returned there was no

iv.
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guarantee that the quality and value of the good remain intact.
Lack of divisibility : The barter system lacked divisibility. Many
of the larger goods traded in the barter system cannot be divided
into smaller units.
v.

Lack of store of value : In the barter system the traders cannot
store the value of a good for a very long time as some of the goods
like vegetables, fruits, cereals perished quickly with the passage

vi.

to

of time.

Risk of transportation : In the barter trade, the goods and

No
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services traded have to be transported from one place to another
searching for coincidence of wants. It always had the risk of
carrying the entire goods from place to place searching for the
buyer who needed those goods and who are willing to exchange
their goods.

Barter system worked well when the needs and wants of the
individuals and society were simple and limited. When the wheels of
civilisation progressed the barter system failed as the needs and wants
39

increased. However, the advantages of barter system laid the foundation
of emergence of money as a medium of exchange and the disadvantages
of barter system assisted to refine the features and functions of money.

Functions of Money
We have learnt that, money is anything which is generally accepted
as a medium of exchange. Without general acceptance, money cannot be

d

called as money. The important functions of money are classified into I.

he

Primary or main functions, II. Secondary functions and III. Contingent
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to
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functions.

I.

Primary functions: The basic functions performed by Money are
called as Primary functions. They are 1.Medium of exchange or
means of payment and 2. Measure of value

i. Medium of exchange: It is the first and foremost essential function
of money. Money facilitates the exchange of goods and services.
As money has got general acceptability, the exchange takes place
with the help of money.
40

ii. Measure of value : The value of goods and services are priced in
terms of money. Thus, the value of goods and services are gauged
and expressed for sale and purchase in terms of money. It helps
people to compare the value of goods and services before purchase.
II.

Secondary Functions:
i. Standard of deferred payments: Deferred payments refer to
paying money for goods on future dates than paying at the time

d

of purchase. As money can be held over a period of time, without

he

the loss of its value, it can be used for future payments
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ii. Store of value: Money as a commodity is not perishable. Hence,
money can be stored for a longer span of time, without losing its
value.

iii.Transfer of value: Money helps to transfer the value of goods
and services from place to place and from person to person. The
value of goods and services in one place can be converted to
money by selling and the same and transferred to the other place
conveniently.

Contingent Functions:

to

III.

i. Basis of credit : Money facilitates the borrowing and lending of

No
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credit. It also helps for the repayment of the same with interest.
It helps the easy and accurate calculation of amount to be repaid
for a specific period of time.

ii. Increase productivity of capital : Money is the most liquid asset
being used in the economy. It can be converted to any asset or any
asset can be converted into money easily. In other words money
helps the capital to be transferred from less productive to more
productive uses.
41

Features of Good Money
Money plays an important role in everybody’s life. Money is the
life-blood of modern economies. Without money the economy cannot
function smoothly. Money has evolved through time with certain
changes in its features. Despite these changes, money should possess
some important features to be called as ‘Good Money’ and to perform

i.

he

d

its functions well. The few important features of ‘Good Money’ are:
General Acceptability: One of the most important features of
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money is general acceptability. Money is accepted due to its utility
and value. It is used not only for the day-to-day transactions, but
future transactions also.
ii.

Portability : Money should be portable. It should be easy and
convenient to carry the money from one place to another to do
business transactions. It should be light weight and of manageable
size. For example, currency notes are easily portable.
Durability : Money should be durable. It should be made of good

to

iii.

quality material for a prolonged usage. Money should withstand

No
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many number of transactions in its period of existence. It should
not deteriorate in its material quality with the passage of time.
For example, coins are more durable compared to currency notes.

iv.

Stability of value : The value of money should be relatively stable.
The instability due to frequent fluctuations in the value of money
makes the economy unstable and creates economic problems like
inflation, deflation or financial crisis.
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v.

Divisibility : Money should be divisible into smaller units, without
losing its value. It enables the people to buy small amount of
goods and services according to their requirements. For example,
Rs.100 can be broken down into ten units of Rs.10 each.

vi.

Recognisability : Different units of money should have different
features like, size, colour, design and unique security features

d

for the easier recognition. These features help people to recognize

he

the specific unit of money. It also helps for transactions without

vii.
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confusion.

Scarcity : Money should be always scarce in supply, i.e., it
should be supplied less than demanded. This helps to maintain
the stability in the value of money. It makes money precious and
rare.

viii. Difficult to counterfeit : Good money should have high security
features and it must be very difficult to duplicate or fake the
currency.

to

Effective Supervision : The good money is one that is effectively
monitored by Central Bank. The Central Bank should keep track

No
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ix.

of money in circulation and the pattern of its distribution.
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Exercise
I.

Choose the correct answer from the four options given
below.
1)

“Money is what money does” was stated by _________.
b) Prof. Seligman

		

d) Sir James Taylor

he

2)

c) Adam Smith

d

			a) Prof. Walker

The basic functions performed by Money are called as _________
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function.
		

a) primary

b) secondary

		

c) contingent

d) none of the above

3)

The RBI was nationalised on 1st January _________.

		

a) 1947

b) 1949

		

c) 1950

d) 1969

The Paper Currency Act, was made in the year_______.

to

4)

a) 1850

b) 1861

		

c) 1949

No
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d) 1961

		

a) barter system

b) electronic system

		

c) bank system

d) none of the above

5)

Exchange of goods for goods without the use of money is called
_________.
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II.

Fill in the blanks.
1)

Money facilitates the process of _________, ______,_________
and exchange.

2)

The Reserve Bank of India was established on 1stApril 1935 at
_______.
Plastic money refers to all type of _________.

4)

Paying money for goods on future dates than paying at the

d

3)

RBI issued the first five rupee note in the year ______ .
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5)

he

time of purchase is called as________payment.

III. Answer the following in one sentence.
What is Money?

2)

Name any two metals used as metallic money.

3)

What is meant by Barter system?

4)

Give the full form of RBI.

5)

What are the important functions of money?

to

1)

IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
List the major stages of evolution of money after the barter

No
t

1)

system.

2)

What is commodity money?

3)

Name the basic functions performed by money.

4)

Give any two advantages of Barter system.

5)

Mention any two features of ‘Good money’.
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V.

Answer the following in an about 8 sentences.
1)

Explain in brief the advantages and disadvantages of barter
system.
Write a note on various types of money.

3)

Explain in brief the various functions of money.

4)

Write short notes on (i) Plastic money (ii) Paper money

5)

Explain in brief the features of ‘Good money’.
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Project Work

he

d

2)

• Make a list of various types of plastic
money you have come across.
• Collect information and write about the goods
that are exchanged using barter

MHMHM

No
t

to

system in your district.
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Chapter 5

Money Market and Capital Market
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“Money market is the term designating the financial institutions which handle
the purchase, sale and transfers of short term credit instruments. The money
market includes the entire machinery for the channelizing of short term
funds. Concerned primarily with small business needs for working capital,
individuals borrowing and government short term obligations, it differs from
the long term or capital market which devotes its attention to dealings in
bonds, corporate stocks and mortgage credit”.
- McGraw Hill Dictionary of Modern Economics

Introduction

Money is considered to be the blood of modern day economies.
Every transaction takes place through the medium of money. Every
person struggles hard to earn money income required to meet his day-

to

to-day requirements. Money is also required to meet consumption and
investment requirement. That is money is invested to earn more money

No
t

for future. This indicates that there are some individuals who have
surplus money who are ready to give it (lend) to those who want it for
various purposes. Thus, borrowing and lending of money is a common
transaction as is the sale of goods and services. Since money is lent at
a price or rate of interest, money market is an important component
of any economy. Therefore, it is considered that the financial sector
plays very significant role in the economic development of a nation. The
major purpose of financial markets is to transfer funds from lenders to
borrowers. Money market and capital markets are the two components
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of financial markets. If so, what is What is money market?, What are
the features of money market?, What are the important components of
money market?, What is capital market?, What are its features?, What
are the components of capital market?. After studying this chapter you
will know answer to these questions and understand other concepts of
Money and Capital Market.

Money Market

he

d

Meaning
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A money market refers to borrowing and lending of short term funds.
This market is for short term financial assets. Money can be borrowed
for the short period varying from a day, a week, and a month or up to
maximum of one year.

to

Money market deals with instruments like government bonds,
treasury bill, trade bill, bills of exchange, banker’s acceptance etc.
The borrowers in the money market are generally merchants, traders,
brokers, speculators, manufacturers and government institutions.
The lenders of the money market are commercial banks, insurance
companies, non banking financial institutions and the Central Bank of
the country.

Features of Money Market

No
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The important features of money market are:

i.

Money market is concerned with the borrowing and lending of
short term funds.

ii.

It is not necessary that the borrower and lender should meet
each other face to face at a particular place for the borrowing
and lending of funds. They can carry these transactions through
various means of communications like telephone, internet, mail etc.
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iii.

Money market is composed of several specialized sub markets.
For example call money market, collateral market, bill or discount
market, acceptance market etc.

iv.

There are large number of borrowers and lenders in the money
market, and large volume of short term funds are traded here. It
is the source of short term working capital.

he
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Money Market Instruments

The important money market instruments are I) Treasury Bills,
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II) Certificate of Deposits, III) Commercial Papers, and IV) Bankers
Acceptance, Let us discuss each of them in brief.
I.

Treasury Bills (T- Bills) : Treasury Bills are issued by the
Government and are therefore, one of the safest money market
instruments. The treasury bills are for different periods - 45 days,
90 days, 180 days and 1 year. They are zero-risk instruments,
but interest or return is less. The buying value of the T-Bill
is determined by the bidding process through auctions. The

to

Government of India, at present, issues three types of treasury

No
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bills through auctions, namely, 91-day, 182-day and 364-day.
II.

Certificate of Deposits (CDs) : Certificate of Deposit is like a

promissory note or savings certificate issued by a bank. It will
entitle the be\arer to receive specified interest rate on the maturity
date. These certificates can be issued in any denomination and
are available for tenure of 3 months to 5 years. The returns on
certificate of deposits are higher than T-Bills. The CDs will have
on them the details relating to:
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III.

i.

the amount of the deposit;

ii.

the maturity date of the CD;

iii.

the interest rate; and

iv.

the method under which the interest is calculated.

Commercial Papers (CPs) : Commercial Paper is the short term
unsecured promissory note issued by corporations and financial

d

institutions. They come with fixed maturity period varying from
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1 day to 270 days. These are issued for the purpose of financing
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of accounts receivables, inventories and meeting short term
liabilities. The return on commercial papers is higher as compared
to T-Bills as they are less secure in comparison to the T bills and
CDs.
IV.

Bankers Acceptance :

Bankers Acceptance is a short term

instrument created by non-financial firm, backed by a guarantee
from the bank. It's like a bill of exchange stating a buyer's promise
to pay to the seller a certain specified amount at a certain future
date, which is backed by the guarantee of the bank. These securities

to

come with the maturities of 30 days, 90 days and 180 days. The

No
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most common maturity term is 90 days. It usually arises in the
course of trade, more so of international trade.

Capital market

Capital market plays a crucial role in mobilising resources and
channelizing them into productive channels for the development of
commerce and industry. Hence capital market facilitates and promotes
the process of economic growth.
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Meaning
The capital market is a market which deals with long term loans.
This market refers to the institutions for the effective pooling of long
term funds from the investing parties to industrial and commercial
undertakings. In brief, it is the market which deals in ordinary shares
and debentures of corporation and bonds and securities of government.
The funds which flow into the capital market come from individuals,

d

merchant banks, commercial banks, non-bank financial intermediaries,
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etc. The demand for funds comes from joint stock companies, state and
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central government, etc. Capital market includes financial instruments
with maturity period of more than one year. The capital market provides
incentives to savers in the form of interest or dividend and transfers
funds to investors. It diverts resources from wasteful and unproductive
channels to productive investment. This leads to the development of
commerce and industry through the private and public sector, thereby
inducing the economic growth.

Thus, capital market refers to the borrowing and lending of medium
term and long term funds required by industry and government. In the

to

capital market, the various types of financial instruments traded are
(i) Equity instruments, (ii) Credit market instruments, (iii) Insurance
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instruments, (iv) Foreign exchange instruments, (v) Hybrid instruments
and (vi) Derivatives.

Features of capital market
The important features of Capital Market are:
i.

Capital market deals with long term and medium term funds.

ii.

Capital market is composed of new security market, stock market
and special financial institutions.
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iii.

Investment in long term financial instruments is accompanied by
high capital market risks.

iv.

It is a bridge between savers and investors.

v.

The dealers in the capital market include the industrial and
commercial enterprises, individual investors and institutional

d

investors.
It helps in raising capital for investment purposes.

vii.

The main instruments of capital market are shares and debentures
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vi.

of industrial concerns etc.

Components of Capital Market

The important components of capital market are (i) Unorganised
and (ii) Organised capital market

Unorganised capital market

The unorganized market is largely made up of indigenous bankers

to

and moneylenders. It is unorganized and hence no direct control of
central bank. Despite laws governing the interest rates, they charge
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high rate of interest.

Organised capital market
The organised capital market is controlled by the legal frame work.
In India the Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) governs the
capital market. The organised capital market is bifurcated into two
categories namely primary market and secondary market.
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Primary Capital Market and Secondary Capital Market
Primary Capital Market - It is the market in which the funds are
raised by issuing shares, debentures and bonds from investors.
This market is concerned with new issues only i.e., securities are
sold for the first time. Therefore, this market is also called as new
issues market. In this market securities are issued by industrial

d

and commercial enterprises to investors.
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Secondary Capital Market - It is the market which facilitates the
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transfer of ownership of existing securities among the investors.
It is also called as stock exchange market, because it carries out
through stock exchanges. It provides liquidity to existing securities.
Basis

Money Market

Capital Market

Maturity of Instruments

Less than a year

More than 1 year

Risks

Less

High and varied

Treasury bills, CDs, etc

Duration of Finance

Short term

to

Instruments

etc
Long term
Indirect

No
t

Relation with Central Bank Direct

Shares, bonds,

To sum up, both money and capital market are closely related to

each other. They play crucial role in the economic development of a
country through savings and investment. Indirectly, it spreads financial
education among the people of a country which is crucial these days.
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Exercise
Choose the correct answer from the four options given
below.
Money market deals with ___________.

		

a) Government bond

		

c) Trade bill

2)

b) Treasury bill

d) all the above.

Treasury bills are instruments of _________.
a) zero-risk

b) low risk

		

c) high risk

d) none of the above
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3)

Commercial Paper is issued by the ______ .

		

a) Government b) Banks

		

c) Financial institutions

4)

d

1)

he

I.

d) none of the above

The funds which flow into the capital market come from, non-

to

bank financial intermediaries
a) individuals b) merchant banks

		

c) commercial banks

No
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5)

d) all the above

Primary Capital Market is also called as ___________ market.

		

a) new issues b) nascent issues

		

c) basic issues d) none of the above
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II.

Fill in the blanks.
1)

Certificate of Deposit is issued by __________.

2)

Treasury Bills are issued by the_________.

3)

The most common maturity term for banker’s acceptance is
_______ days.
Capital market deals with ______term and _______ term funds.

5)

In India SEBI governs the ________ market.
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4)
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III. Answer the following in one sentence.
1)

What is money market?

2)

List the money market instruments.

3)

What kind of funds does capital markets deal?

4)

Name the important components of capital market.

5)

Expand SEBI.

to

IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
List few borrowers in the money market .

2)

Name the lenders of the money market.

3)

Mention the details contained on the certificate of deposit.

4)

Name the various types of financial instruments traded in the

No
t

1)

capital market.
5)

What is the other name of secondary capital market?
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Answer the following in an about 8 sentences.
Write short notes on treasury bills and commercial papers.

2)

Discuss the features of money market.

3)

Discuss the various features of capital market.

4)

Write a brief note on components of capital market.

5)

Bring out the differences between money market and capital

d

1)

he

V.
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market.

Project Work

• Make a list of commercial banks in our country.
• Make a list of non-bank financial intermediaries
in our country.

No
t

to

MHMHM
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Chapter 6

d

National Income

he

“There are two ways of looking at the national income of a country. It can be
regarded either as the money value of the total volume of production of goods
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and services, or the total of all incomes derived from economic activity during
a specified period, generally one year. Thus, national income and volume of
production are really alternative terms for the same thing”.
						

- J.L. Hasen

Introduction

The size and growth of an economy is measured based on the total
income that is produced in that economy during a given time period.
Often, you come across term GDP or the gross domestic product. It is

to

the total value of output produced and accrued to a country during a
period of one year. It is also called as national income. If so, what is

No
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national income? What are the features of National Income? What is
the importance and uses of National Income? What are the various
concepts of National Income? What is the meaning of GDP, GNP, NNP,
PCI, PI, and DPI? What are methods of measuring National Income?
What are the difficulties in measurement of National Income? After
studying this chapter you will know answer to these questions and
understand other concepts of National Income.
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Meaning and Definition of National Income
National Income is an important indicator of performance through
which economic development is measured.National income is the sum
total of money value of all the goods and services produced in a country
during a year.
Alfred Marshall defines National Income as “the labour and capital of

d

a country acting upon natural resources produce annually, a certain net

he

aggregate of commodities, material and immaterial, including services
of all kinds. This is the net annual income or revenue of country or the
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national dividend".

Fisher defines National Income as “the true national income is that
part of annual net produce which is directly consumed during that year".
It is clear from the definitions, that national income is the aggregate
monetary value of all final goods and services produced in a country
in a year. National Income is distributed among the various factors of
production in the form of rent, wages and interest. Larger the national

to

income, larger will be share of each factors of production.

No
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Features of National Income
The important features of National Income are as follows:

i.

Financial or Accounting Year : National Income is counted for

a period of one financial year. In India, the financial year begins
on April 1st and ends on March 31st of the subsequent year.
ii.

Flow concept : National Income is a flow concept. National income
is a measure of the flow of goods and services during a year.
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iii.

Final value of goods and services : National Income includes
only final value of goods and services produced in a year. It implies
that intermediate goods are not included in the calculation of
national income to avoid double counting.

iv.

Monetary value of Final goods and services : National income
is always expressed in terms of monetary value of final goods and

he

Importance and Uses of National Income

d

services.
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National income statistics help governments in planning, policy
making, preparation of budgets and forecasting the level of economic
activity. The major importance and uses of national income are :
i.

An Indicator of the economic Health : National income gives
the picture of economic health of the country. It tells us about
the nature of growth of an economy and how far it is utilizing its
natural, physical and financial resources.

An Indicator of Economic development : National income is a

to

ii.

universally accepted indicator of economic growth. It is considered

No
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to be a comprehensive macro-economic indicator to measure the
development of the respective economies.

iii.

Distribution of Income : National income provides the information

regarding the distribution of factor incomes namely rent, wages,
interest and profit among the various factors of production namely
land , labour, capital and entrepreneurship.
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iv.

Knowledge about structural changes : National income also
gives the contribution of different sectors of the economy namely
agriculture, industry and services. It helps to find out structural
defects and weaknesses of the economy.

v.

Inter- sectoral comparisons : National income helps to study
inter-sectoral growth of the agriculture, industry and services.

d

Such comparisons are useful as it gives the information about

he

the direction of the changes in the each sector in relation to
other. In case if the contribution of agriculture to national income
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declines and the contribution of industry and services increases,
it indicates progress in the two sectors.
vi.

Helpful in Policy Formulation : National Income provides the
information about the stagnant sectors of the economy. Based on
it, the policy makers will implement suitable policies to overcome
the same. Thus, if agriculture is stagnating, then suitable policies
can be initiated to make agriculture dynamic.

Making International Comparisons : Since all nations of the

to

vii.

world calculate their national incomes, it is easy to compare the

No
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status and performance of an economy in relation to the others.
Hence, through the national income estimates we can make
international comparisons and standard of living of people.

viii. Capacity to contribute to International Institutions : Size and
growth of national income is a determinant of the capacity of a
country to contribute to international institutions like the U.N.O.,
IMF, etc.
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Important concepts and terms in National Income
There are a number of concepts pertaining to national income and
methods of measuring them. The important among them are as follows
and are briefly discussed:
1. Gross National Product (GNP)

2. Net National Product (NNP)

d

3. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 4. Personal Income
6. Per Capita Income (PCI)

he

5. Disposable Personal Income
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1. Gross National Product (GNP) : GNP is the total value of the flow of
goods and services at market value resulting from current production
during a year in a country, including net income from abroad.
It comprises of four components, viz., (i) value of final consumer’s
goods and services; (ii) private domestic investment in terms of
fixed capital formation, residential construction and inventories of
finished and unfinished goods; (iii) goods and services produced by
the government, and (iv) net exports of goods and services that is,

to

the difference between value of exports and imports of goods and
services, known as net income from abroad.
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GNP is the most frequently used national income concept. It is a

better index than any other concept because it expresses the actual
condition of production and employment in a country during a specific
period. It provides a general idea of the performance of the economy.
2. Net National Product (NNP) : GNP includes the value of total output
of consumption and investment goods. But the process of production
uses up a certain amount of fixed capital. Some fixed equipment
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wears out, its other components are damaged or destroyed and still
others are rendered obsolete through technological changes. All this
process is termed as depreciation or capital consumption allowance.
In order to arrive at NNP, we deduct depreciation from GNP. The
word ‘net’ refers to the exclusion of that part of total output which
represents depreciation. So, NNP = GNP- Depreciation.

d

3. Gross Domestic Product (GDP): Income generated by the factors
domestic income or domestic product.
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of production within the country from its own resources is called
GDP includes: (i) wages
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and salaries, (ii) rents, including imputed house rents, (iii) interest,
(iv) dividends, (v) undistributed corporate profits including surpluses
of public sector undertakings, (vi) mixed incomes consisting of profits
of unincorporated firms, self-employed persons, partnerships etc.,
and (vii) direct taxes.

Since gross domestic product or income does not include income
earned from abroad, it can also be shown as: Domestic Income =
National Income – Net Income from Abroad.

to

Thus, the difference between domestic income and national income
is the net income earned from abroad may be positive or negative. If

No
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exports exceed imports, net income from abroad is positive. In this
case national income is greater than domestic income. On the other
hand, when inputs exceed exports, net income earned from abroad is
negative and domestic income is greater than national income.
4. Personal Income (PI) : Personal income is the total income received
by the individuals of a country from all sources before direct taxes
in one year. The entire national income will not be available for
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consumption. National income is different from personal income.
In order to arrive at personal income several deductions are to be
made. For example, corporations have to pay income-tax from the
corporate profits before declaring dividends. Likewise a part of the
corporate profits available for distribution is reduced.

Similarly

salaried persons and wage earners pay a certain percentage of
their income towards social security contribution. To that extent

d

income available to the employees and workers is reduced. Against

he

this, the government may give social security benefits such as
unemployment allowances, old age pensions etc. These payments
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are called transfer payments. These are to be added to arrive at
personal income. Therefore, Personal Income = National Income –
Corporate income taxes – undistributed corporate profits-social
security contributions + transfer payments.

The concept of personal income is a useful concept. It helps in
estimating the purchasing power of the households in an economy.
The weakness of this concept is that it does not clearly tell us the actual

to

amount of money available for disposable personal income.
5. Disposable personal income (DPI) : Disposable income or personal
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disposable income means the actual income which can be spent on
consumption by individuals and families. The whole of the personal
income cannot be spent on consumption, because it is the income
that accrues before direct taxes have actually been paid. Therefore,
in order to obtain the disposable income, direct taxes are deducted
from personal income. Thus:
Disposable income = personal income – direct taxes
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But the whole of the disposable income is not spent on consumption
and a part of it is saved. Thus,
Disposable income = consumption expenditure + savings expenditure.
6. Per capita income (PCI) : The average income of the people of a
country in a particular year is called per capita income for that year.
For instance, in order to find out the per capita income at current

d

prices, the national income of a country is divided by the population
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of the country in that year. So, Per capita Income = National
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income ÷ population

This concept enables us to know the average income and the
standard of living of the people. But it is not very reliable, because in
every country due to unequal distribution of national income a mojor
portion of it goes to the richer sections of the society and thus income
received by the common man is lower than the per capita income.

Methods of Measuring National Income:

There are four methods of measuring national income, namely:

to

i) product method, ii) income method, iii) expenditure method, and
iv) value added method. The method to be used depends on the availability
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of data in a country and the purpose for which the calculation is being
made.

i. Product Method : In the product method, the sum total of final
value of goods and services produced in a country during a year is
calculated. Only the final goods and services are to be considered
for calculation otherwise it will lead to double counting. The final
good of one firm may be the intermediate goods of another firm.
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The intermediate goods refer to those goods which are further used
in the production process. For example, steel is the final product of
a firm, further it is used as raw material by another firm to produce
steel plates. Hence, only the final goods and services are included
and the intermediary goods and services are left out.
Value Addition Method is used to avoid the problem of double

d

counting. In value addition method, at each stage only the value of the

he

commodity is considered and not the whole value of the commodity.
ii. Income Method : In Income method, the national income is measured
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as a flow of factor incomes. If the net incomes that accrue to all
factors of production in a year i.e., wages and salaries (for labour),
interest (for capital), rent (for land) and profit (for entrepreneurship)
are added together, we obtain national income under income
method. The incomes received in the form of transfer payments are
not included in it.

iii. Expenditure Method : In expenditure method, the national income
is measured as a flow of expenditure. If the total expenditure

to

incurred by the individuals, government and private enterprises in
a particular year, gross capital formation (Government and Private
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investment) and net exports are added together we get the national
income under expenditure method. While estimating the national
income through the expenditure method only the production of
goods and services in that particular year is included. Hence second
hand goods, purchase of shares and bonds, expenditure of transfer
payments by Government, expenditure on intermediate goods
should not be included in the estimation of national income under
expenditure method.
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iv. Value Added Method : Another method of measuring national
income is the value added by industries. The difference between the
value of material outputs and inputs at each stage of production is
the value added. If all such differences are added up for all industries
in the economy, we arrive at the gross domestic product.

Difficulties in measurement of National Income

d

There are many conceptual and statistical difficulties in the
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measurement of national income. These difficulties are more prominent
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in developing economies than in the developed economies. The important
difficulties in calculation of national income are:

i. Lack of reliable data : In developing countries including India
still one fourth of its population is illiterate. Of them many are
ignorant about maintaining accounts and filing the returns. Even
some literates intentionally avoid it and even do not give correct
account of their transactions. Moreover, the petty producers and
traders do not maintain any account of their transactions. Hence,

to

the primary data collected from these sources for national income
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is vague and incorrect.
ii. Non Monetized sector : In developing economies, unaccounted
barter system still persists in the rural areas. Much of the output
does not come to the market and valuation in monetary terms
becomes difficult. Moreover poor farmers keep majority of their
production for self-consumption which also go unaccounted. The
services of Housemakers at home are also not counted. Many
unpaid services are not accounted in National Income. The problem
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can be solved to some extent by imputing the value of unaccounted
barter, output kept for self-consumption and services of house
makers etc. But the extent of reliability always remains doubtful
iii. Difficulty in value estimation : In developing economies the
cultivators, artisans and cottage industry workers do not maintain

he

products cannot be estimated precisely.

d

any records for their transactions. Hence, the net value of their

iv. Double Counting : Double counting is also an important problem
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while calculating national income. The final good of one industry
is raw material of another industry. The intermediate goods create
problem in national income accounting. But, it is very difficult
to distinguish between final goods and intermediate goods and
services. However the double counting can be avoided by value
added method.

v. Illegal Income : The underground economy or black money consists

to

of illegal activities and un-cleared transactions. These activities
are not socially and legally unacceptable, hence the activities are

No
t

unaccounted, for instance drugs, gambling, smuggling etc. Few
transactions evade tax, they are supported by smuggling of goods
and they also remain accounted though they constitute around
40% of GDP. The evasion of tax that gives rise to black money
underestimates the true value of national income of the economy.
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Exercise
I. Choose the correct answer from the four options given below.
1)
		

National income is a measure of the flow of goods and services
during a ______.
a) week

2)

b) month

c) year

d) day

Value Addition Method is used to avoid the problem of_________.
a) double counting

b) illegal income

		

c) lack of reliable data

d) difficulty in value estimation

		

a) GDP

4)
		

b) NNP

c) PCI

d) DI

The average income of the people of a country in a particular
year is called ______
a) PI

5)

he

GNP- Depreciation = _________.
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3)

d

		

b) PCI

c) DI

d) none of the above

National Income – Net Income from Abroad = __________

		

a) domestic income

b) personal income

		

c) per capita income

d) none of the above

Fill in the blanks.
National income is always expressed in terms of monetary
value of all __________ goods and services.

No
t

1)

to

II.

2)

National Income is a _______ concept.

3)

The social security benefits given by the government are called
_____ .

4)

In expenditure method, the national income is measured as a
flow of _________.

5)

Consumption expenditure + savings expenditure = ______ .
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III. Answer the following in one sentence.
1)

How can we measure economic development?

2)

Expand GNP.

3)

Expand NNP.

4)

What does ‘net’ refer in NNP.

5)

When does the financial year begin and end in India?

What is National Income?

2)

Mention any two uses of National Income.

3)

What is Disposable Income?

4)

List the four methods to measure National Income.

5)

What is the problem of double counting while calculating NI?
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1)

Answer the following in an about 8 sentences.
Discuss the features of National Income.

2)

Explain the importance of National Income.

3)

Explain the concept of GNP.

4)

Write a note on GDP.

5)

Discuss in brief the difficulties in the measurement of National
Income.

to

1)

No
t

V.

d

IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.

Project Work

• Make a list of various goods and services and
find their contribution towards GDP.
• Collect information from few people in your locality
who pay their income tax and also try to know
their disposable income.

MHMHM
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Chapter 7

d

Business Cycles

he

"The right remedy for the trade cycle is not to be found in abolishing booms
and thus keeping us permanently in a semi-slump; but in abolishing slumps
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and thus keeping us permanently in a quasi-boom.''
				

- John Maynard Keynes

Introduction

Every economy goes through ups and downs in its growth process.
Even though the long-run growth seems to be steady and continuous,
an economy is bound to undergo short-term fluctuations. While every
up improves business prospects through increased demand, sales,
income, profits, investment, employment, expectations, etc., every

to

down dampens the above parameters. The ups result in expansion of
the business and economy while the downs result in contraction. Many

No
t

economies have already witnessed extended periods of contraction
resulting in depression causing severe hardships to people. These
alternating periods of expansion and contraction in economic activity
have been called business cycles. The effects of business cycles are
spread over the business activities as well as the entire economy. If
so, what is business cycle? What are the features of business cycle?
What are the types of business cycle? What are the different phases of
business cycles? The objective of this chapter is to seek answer to these
questions and understand the concept of business cycle.
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Meaning and Definition of Business cycle
Business cycle is a very complex phenomenon. It is associated mainly
with the continuous fluctuations in economic activity. A business cycle
occurs due to the fluctuations that an economy experiences over time
resulting from changes in economic variables.

d

J.M. Keynes defines trade cycle as “composed of periods of good

he

trade characterized by rising prices and low unemployment percentages,
alternating with periods of bad trade characterized by falling prices and
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high unemployment percentages”.

Frederic Benham defines trade cycle as “a period of prosperity
followed by a period of depression; economic process is irregular, trade
being good at some time and bad at others”.

Crowther states that "business cycles on the one hand, there is the
misery and shame of unemployment with all the individual poverty

to

and social disturbances that it may create. On the other hand, there is
the loss of wealth represented by so much wasted and idle labour and

No
t

capital".

Generally, the business cycle refers to the recurrent ups and downs

in the level of economic activity, which may extend for several years. The
British economists call it as trade cycles; it is also called as Economic
cycles.
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Features of Business cycles
The important characteristics or features of the Business cycles are:
i.

The Business cycles occur periodically : The business cycles
do not show the same regularity. Each business cycle consists of
distinct phases and operates periodically at fairly regular intervals

Business cycles are synchronic in nature : Business cycles occur

he

ii.

d

ranging from 2 years to 12 years.

iii.
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simultaneously in all industries and in all sectors of the economy.
Cumulative and self-reinforcing : An important feature of
business cycle is that they are cumulative and self-reinforcing.
The expansion and contraction in economic activities have
cumulative effects.
iv.

A business cycle displays a wave like movement : It has been
observed that fluctuations occur simultaneously in economic

to

variables such as employment, investment, expenditure, rate of

No
t

inflation, GDP and Price level in a wave-like fashion.
v.

Downward and Upward movements : Business cycles are

characterized by downward and upward movements in economic
activities.

vi.

Spreads to other countries : Business cycles are international
in character. The business fluctuations started in one country
spreads to other countries through trade.
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vii.

Cyclical fluctuations are recurrent : The business cycles are
cyclical fluctuations and are recurrent in nature. The occurrence
of business cycles causes a lot of uncertainty for businessmen
and it makes difficult to forecast the economic variables.

viii. The impact of business cycles is differential : The impact of
fluctuations upon different industries and sectors in a country

d

differ. Some industries and sectors are more sensitive than others.
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sensitive than other industries.

he

For example, capital goods industries are much more relatively

Phases of Business cycles

Business cycles have shown distinct phases which need to be studied
to understand their underlying causes. These phases have been called
by different names by different economists.Generally, the following
phases of business cycles have been distinguished:

to

i. Boom (Expansion, Upswing or Prosperity)

No
t

ii.Recession (lower turning point)
iii. Depression (Downswing, Contraction)
iv. Recovery (upturn)
The four phases of business cycles have been shown in the figure
below.
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he

d

Figure : Wave Like Movement of Phase of Business Cycle

Figure: Wave Like Movement of Phases of Business Cycle
We start from trough or depression when the level of economic activity
i.e., level of production and employment is at the lowest level. With the
revival of economic activity the economy moves into the expansion phase,
but due to many factors, the expansion cannot continue indefinitely,

to

and after reaching peak, contraction or downswing starts. When the

No
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contraction gathers momentum, we have a depression.

Depression

Recession when deepens, cumulates into depression. In this stage

all economic activities universally slide down below the normal level.
The growth rate of the economy becomes negative. The level of national
output and expenditure decline along with steady decline prices of
consumer and capital goods. It is mainly characterized by decline in
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production, rising unemployment, falling prices, falling profits, low
wages, contraction of credit, high rate of business failure, huge financial
loss. At the depth of depression all economic activities touch the bottom
level and the trough is reached at which the process of depression is
complete.

Recovery

he

d

It starts when the lowest point of the depression has been reached.
It is the upturn of the business and economic cycles. During this
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phase the business activities start improving slowly. The additional
investment and renovation programmes boost the economic activities.
These economic activities generate production activities in consumer
and capital goods sectors. As a result, the industrial production
increases gradually and more employment opportunities are generated.
This leads to an increase in wage rate, profit, prices and expansion of
the bank credit. The recovery is also supported by new innovations,
government expenditure, changes in production techniques, additional

to

investment in new regions, new sources of energy etc. Recovery of the

No
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economy leads towards phases of expansion and prosperity.

Boom

The main feature of boom or prosperity phase is full employment. It

is characterized by a rise in the national income, consumer expenditure,
capital investment, expansion of bank credit, profits, prices of raw
materials, rise in capital goods and full employment. There will be an
overall optimism in the economy.
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The rapid expansion of business activities lead to higher profit and
wages, high stocks, capital accumulation and commodity prices and
full employment. This is the stage of boom. There is an atmosphere of
over optimism all around. The boom and consequent over utilization
of the machinery and other infrastructure may begin to affect the
economy negatively. The inflationary price rise coupled with building

d

up of unsold inventory would start dampening the expectations of the
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business that would slow down further investment and employment of
factors. This marks the beginning of next phase recession that is the
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downturn of the business and economic cycles.

Recession

The downturn of the business activities from boom is known as
the phase of recession. The beginning of failures of business activities
creates panic among the entrepreneurs. The banks begin to withdraw
loans from business enterprises. Prices collapse and confidence is rudely
shaken, business activities slow down and lay-off and unemployment

to

in industries start to be noticed, unemployment leads to fall in income,
expenditure, prices and profits. The process is exactly reverse of the

No
t

process of expansion. At this stage the process of recession is complete.

Classifications of Business cycles
There are different types of business cycles as suggested by various
economists. Prof. James Arthur Estey has classified business cycles
into four types, namely i) Major Business cycles, ii) Minor business
cycles, iii) Building cycles, and iv) Kondratieff cycles
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Major Business Cycles
A major cycle refers to the fluctuations of economic activities
occurring between successive crises. It consists of successive major
downturns of business activity or major recessions. The major cycles
are also called as Juglar cycles. Clement Juglar, a French economist
on the basis of his investigation, established the cyclical nature of

d

business fluctuations. This type of major cycles has an average duration

he

of 10 years.
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Minor Business cycles

A minor cycle refers to the shorter cycles within the major cycles.
Each major cycle is made up of two or three minor cycles. The minor
cycles are also called as Kitchen cycles. Joseph Kitchen discussed
about this type of business fluctuation cycles. The average duration of
the minor cycles is 40 months.

Building Cycles

to

This type of business cycle is mainly associated with the building or

No
t

construction industry. It refers to the upswings and downswings in the
construction activity. The duration of this type of business cycles varies
between 15 to 20 years. It is longer than other business cycles.

Kondratieff Business cycle
Kondratieff Business cycle is also called as long waves. These cycles
occur in 50 to 60 years of the time period. These economic fluctuations
were suggested by Kondratieff in 1925.
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Exercise
I.

Choose the Correct answer from the four options given
below.
1)

Prof. James Arthur Estey has classified business cycles into

a) two

b) three

		

c) four

d) five

The recovery could be initiated by

.
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2)

he

		

		

a) new innovations

		

c) changes in production technique

3)

d

types.

b) government expenditure
d) all the above

Features of the Business cycles are

.

		

a) periodically

		

c) cumulative and self-reinforcing d) all the above
The duration of Kondratieff Business cycle is varies between

to

4)

b) recurrent in nature

No
t

.

		

a) 5 to 10 years

b) 15 to 20 years

		

c) 30 to 40 years

d) 50 to 60 years

5)

Business cycles are also called as

.

		

a) trade cycles

b) economic cycles

		

c) both a & b

d) none
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II. Fill in the blanks.
1)

The business cycle refers to the recurrent

and

in the level of economic activity.
2)

The main feature of the phase of prosperity is

3)

The downturn of the business activities from boom is known
as the phase

d

The rapid expansion of business activities indicates the stage
of

.
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5)

.

he

4)

.

British economists call business cycles as

.

III. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
Define Business cycle.

2)

What is mean by Kondratieff Business cycle?

3)

What is mean by prosperity?

4)

What is recession?

5)

What is the another name of major cycles?

to

1)

No
t

IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
1)

Write the meaning and definition of business cycle?

2)

What are the jarious types of business cycle?

3)

What are the different phases of business cycle?

4)

Write any four characteristics of business cycle?

5)

Differentiate between major and minor business cycles.
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V. Answer the following questions in about 8 sentences.
1)

Explain the types of business cycles?

2)

Describe the various features of Business cycle?

3)

Explain the various phases of Business cycle?

4)

Write short notes on recovery and boom phases of business

Bring out differences between depression and recession phases

he

5)

d

cycles.
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of business cycles.

Project Work

• List out the periods which were affected by global
recession and depression in 20th
and 21st century.
• Collect information about the impact of financial
recession of 2008.

No
t

to

MHMHM
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Chapter

8

d

Inflation and Deflation

he

“Inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon in the sense
that it is and can be produced only by a more rapid increase in the quantity
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of money than in output”.

						- Milton Friedman

Introduction

The goods and services that we use in our day-to-day life are
purchased from the market. They are economic goods, available only at
a price. We expect the prices to be in acceptable range so that we are
able to buy sufficient goods and services for keeping our standard of
living intact. But prices have a tendency to rise, at least in the expansion

to

phase of the business cycle. On, the other hand, our incomes may not

No
t

be increasing at the same rate as prices. If so what is inflation? What
are the different types of inflation? What are the causes and effects of
inflation on an economy? What is deflation? And what are the effects of
deflation on an economy? The objective of this chapter is to seek answer
to these questions and know more about inflation and deflation, their
causes and effects on an economy.
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Meaning and Definition of Inflation
Inflation refers to a continuous rise in the general level of prices.
Crowther defines Inflation "as a state in which the value of money is
falling i.e. prices are rising".
Prof. Coulbourn defines inflation as "too much money chasing too
few goods".

d

Prof. Hawtrey defines inflation as "issue of too much currency".
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Generally inflation can also be seen as a situation where value of
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money falls due to increase in price of the commodities.

Types of Inflation

Inflation is classified on the basis of speed, time and other factors.
Let us discuss them in brief.

I. Types of Inflation based on speed

The inflation is classified as i) Creeping Inflation ii) Walking Inflation
iii) Running Inflation iv) Galloping Inflation

Creeping inflation : When the prices of goods and services rise

to

i.

at a slow or a gradual rate, it is called as creeping inflation. The

No
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rate of inflation is about 3 percent annually. This kind of inflation
stimulates various sectors and gradually develops the overall
economy.

ii.

Walking Inflation : If the creeping inflation continues for a long
period of time, it may convert into walking inflation. In this kind of
inflation, prices increase at moderate rate of 5 percent annually.
It also stimulates the investment and productive activities in the
economy.
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iii.

Running Inflation : If the price increases at a rate of 10 percent
to 20 percent per annum, it is referred to as running inflation.
It is a double digit rate of inflation. If running inflation is not
controlled, it reduces savings in the economy which ultimately
results in lower growth of the economy.

iv.

Galloping Inflation : If the prices rise at a very high rate of more

d

than 20 percent per annum, putting lot of hardships to economy

he

and people, it is referred to as galloping inflation or hyperinflation.
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The galloping inflation is very dangerous for economy.

II. Types of Inflation based on time
i.

Peace time Inflation : The rise in general price level during
normal or peace time is called as Peace Time Inflation. This type
of inflation occurs due to increased government expenditure on
developmental projects in the economy.

ii.

Wartime Inflation : The rise in general price level during the

iii.

to

period of war is called as Wartime Inflation.

Post war Inflation : The rise in general price level immediately

No
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after the war is called as Post War Inflation.

III. Other types of Inflation
i.

Demand pull inflation : Demand pull inflation is generally
described as “too much money chasing too few goods”. It refers
to the situation where general price level rises due to increasing
demand for goods and services exceeding the supply available at
the existing prices.
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ii.

Cost push Inflation : Cost push inflation is caused by rising
costs, including wages and profits. Increasing cost increases the
inflation. It is referred as cost push inflation.

Causes for Inflation
Inflation is caused by both demand and supply side factors. The
causes for increase in demand side factors are also called as demand

d

pull factors. The factors which operate on the supply side factors are

he

also called as cost push factors. These factors are discussed as follows:
A) The Demand side factors : The important demand side factors
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of inflation are:

i. Increase in money supply in excess of increase in potential output
ii. Increase in government expenditure and private investment
iii. Increase in income and other monetary benefits putting more
money in the hands of people

iv. Increase in foreign demand for domestic goods and services

to

v. Increase in population

No
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vi. Deficit budget of the Government
vii. Increase in export earnings.
B) The Supply side factors : The important supply side factors

responsible for inflation are:
i. Increase in cost of production
ii. Increase in money wage rate pushing up the cost of production
iii. Shortage of labour
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iv. Scarcity of capital, machineries, raw materials and inputs
v. Decline in the supply of major consumer and capital goods in the
economy
vi. Unexpected decline in agricultural production due to drought,
floods and other natural calamities.

d

Effects of Inflation
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A high inflation situation adversely affects the people, their earning
capacity and purchasing power, distribution of income among people
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and investment prospects in the economy. Many governments believe
that persistently high inflation can have damaging economic and social
consequences. The consequences of inflation may be discussed as
under:

A. Effects on Production : Normal rate of inflation usually stimulates
production in an economy because it increases the profit margins
to entrepreneurs. This facilitates increase of productive capacity
through using unutilized resources in the economy.It increases

to

employment, income and also encourages private investors to
increase investment in the economy. Therefore, the mild or normal

No
t

rate of inflation contributes to increase the production and national
income of the country. But hyperinflation has adverse consequences
through:

i.

Increasing Profits : The producers gain from inflation due to
the prices of goods and services growing faster than the cost of
production. It expands the productive capacity and rise in prices
generate more profits. In this situation the increase in National
Income is distributed in favor of the producers.
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ii. Discouraging investment : The high rate of inflation discourages
the entrepreneurs from investment for future production. This is
also because the business risks are also expected to be higher.
iii. Increased Costs : The increasing price level increases the cost
of production. It decreases the investment and production in the
economy.

d

iv. Hoarding of goods : The entrepreneurs and farmers are encouraged
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to hoard and keep stocks of goods not selling due to decreasing
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profit margins as well as expecting prices to rise further.

v. Lesser savings for investment : Hyper inflation reduces the
real interest rate (nominal interest rate minus inflation rate)
discourages people from saving. Therefore, less money available
for investment.

B. Effects on Distribution of Income : The effect of inflation on
distribution is widespread. It affects various groups in the society

i.

to

like producers investors, debtors and creditors, differently.
Impact on fixed and low Income Families : It has a regressive

No
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effect on lower-income families and older people in society who
have fixed income. The rapid rise in prices make them poorer
compared to those whose income is indexed to price rise.

ii. Decline in real incomes : When the inflation is rising rapidly,
the value of money continues to fall and this results in fall in real
incomes, ie., the money will not buy the same quantity of goods
and services like before.
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iii. Negative real interest rates : Inflation also results in negative
interest rate if interest rates on deposits are lower than the rate
of inflation. People who rely on interest from their savings will be
poorer.
iv. Debtors and Creditors : Inflation reduces the value of money
and purchasing power. The rising price level benefits the debtors
because inflation reduces the real worth of money they must

d

repay in the future. The rising price level also brings loss to the
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creditors because they get less than what they lent.
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C. Inflation and Government: The impact of inflation on government
will be as follows:

i. Inflation benefits government because government is a large
debtor.

ii. Unanticipated inflation benefits government because government
gains tax revenue as nominal income increases.

D. Inflation and Exports: Unanticipated inflation can cause net exports

to

to fall as:

i. inflation makes goods produced in India relatively more expensive,

No
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resulting in a decrease in exports.

ii. Inflation makes goods produced abroad relatively less expensive,
resulting in an increase in imports.

E. Other Effects
i. As the inflation rate increases and becomes more variable,
business may concentrate on short-term projects rather than
long-term projects.
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ii. As the inflation rate increases and becomes more variable, there
may be speculation in real estate, gold, etc., causing funds to flow
away from investment in plant and equipment.
iii. As the inflation rate increases and becomes more variable, the
nation's monetary system may disintegrate.
Therefore, inflation affects the people and economy through affecting
uncertainty, business and consumer confidence; competitiveness of
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Deflation

he

living; and levels of income inequality

d

producers in international markets; effects on the real standard of

Deflation is opposite of inflation. Crowther defines deflation as a
“state in which the value of money is rising i.e., prices are falling”.
During the period of deflation the prices fall faster than the costs, as a
result there will be bad trade and unemployment in the economy.

Effects of Deflation

Falling prices affect the different sectors in different ways. The effects

i.

to

of deflation are:

During deflation businessmen incur huge loss because prices

No
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fall faster than costs. Hence they are forced to close down firms,
leaving many unemployed. The intensified deflation will increase
unemployment in large scale. During deflation the investors do
not invest due to the fear of losses.

ii.

During deflation, money is available at lower interest rate. Prices
of factors of production and materials are less, labour wages
will be less, but there will be no investment, no employment, no
incomes as the demand for goods will also be falling.
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iii.

The wage earners and fixed salaried people gain during the period
of deflation. But it is not real gain because people will lose their
jobs during the period of falling prices.
Inflation and deflation both are evils of any economic system. Inflation

refers to rising prices whereas deflation refers to falling prices. Generally
inflation is characterized by rising activity and employment whereas
the deflation is characterized by falling prices and unemployment.

d

Robertson states that “Money which is a source of so many blessings

he

to mankind becomes also a source of peril and confusion if we do not
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control it”.

Exercise

Choose the correct answer from the four options given
below.

I.

1)

The situation where general price level rises because demand
for goods and services exceeds the supply refers to
a) demand pull inflation

b) cost push inflation

		

c) galloping inflation

d) wartime inflation

2)

to

		

When the prices of goods and services rise is very slow it is

No
t

called as

.

		

a) creeping inflation

b) walking inflation

		

c) running inflation

d) galloping inflation

3)

Inflation is ‘a state in which the value of money is falling i.e.
prices are rising’ was a statement by

		

a) Crowther

b) Hawtrey

		

c) Pigou

d) Milton Friedman
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.

4)

Deflation is

of inflation.

		

a) direct

b) multiple

		

c) opposite

d) division

5)

Inflation refers to ____ prices while deflation refers to ____
prices.
a) rising, falling

b) falling, rising

		

c) rising, equal

d) falling, equal

d

		

a situation of ‘too much money chasing too few
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1)

he

II. Fill in the blanks.
goods’.
2)

The prices rise very highly at a rate of 20% to 100% per annum.
.
This situation is called as

3)

During the period of deflation the prices fall
the costs.

4)

than

is caused by rising costs, including wages and

profits.

The rise in general price level immediately after the war is
.
called as

to

5)

No
t

III. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1)

What is inflation?

2)

Define deflation.

3)

What is mean by galloping inflation?

4)

Define cost push inflation.

5)

What is meant by wartime inflation?
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IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
What is the difference between the inflation and deflation?

2)

Mention the factors that cause inflation?

3)

Classify the inflation on the basis of time.

4)

Write the causes for scarcity in supply side factors.

5)

Define demand pull and cost push inflation.

d

1)

he

V. Answer the following questions in about 8 sentences.
Explain different kinds of inflation.

2)

Write a note on effects of inflation on production and
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1)

distribution.
3)

Discuss the causes for inflation.

4)

Write a note on effects of inflation on the government and the
exports.

5)

Discuss the effects of deflation.

Project Work

No
t

to

• Go to the nearby vegetable and fruit market in two
different periods (with a minimum of 30 days gap
and list out the prices of few vegetables and fruits
and identify the difference in the prices
and reason for the same.
• Visit your neighbours and ask them how change in
prices of daily household commondities has affected
their monthly budget in last one year time.

MHMHM
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Chapter

9

Monetary Policy and Fiscal Policy

d

“Faced with a set of conflicting objectives, whose achievement is influenced

he

by a variety of factors, the problem of monetary management is one of
continuous adaptation”.

- J.S. Duesenberry
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Introduction

In the previous chapter you have studied that the fluctuations
in economic activities are inevitable and have adverse effects on the
economy, business and standards of living of the people. Therefore,
the government must take steps to moderate those adverse effects
through some policiesfor achieving economic stability and economic
growth. This is called as economic policy and normally it comprises of

to

monetary policy and fiscal policy. Initially controlling money supply in

No
t

the economy was considered sufficient to control the fluctuations but
now it is increasingly felt that monetary policy has to be supplemented
with policies related to taxation, government expenditure and borrowing.
If so, what is Monetary policy? What are the objectives of Monetary
policy? What are the instruments of Monetary policy? What is meant
by Fiscal policy? What are the objectives of Fiscal policy? What are the
instruments of Fiscal policy? The objective of this chapter is to seek
answer to these questions and understand the important aspects of
Monetary policy and Fiscal policy in India.
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Monetary Policy
Meaning of Monetary Policy
Monetary policy is one of the oldest and widely used tools for
economic control and regulation. It is an important aspect of overall
macroeconomic policy. The management of the expansion and
contraction of the volume of money in circulation is called as monetary

d

policy. The Central Bank of the country (Reserve Bank of India, in India)

he

is responsible for announcing and implementing the monetary policy.
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Definition of Monetary Policy

Prof. K.P.Kent defines monetary policy as ‘regulation of money
supply by the monetary authority’.

Pual Enzing defines monetary policy as “the attitude of the political
authority towards the monetary system of the community under its
control”.

Objectives of Monetary Policy

The main objectives of monetary policy are achieving: i) Full

to

employment, ii) Price stability, iii) Exchange rate stability, and

No
t

iv) Economic growth
i.

Full employment : Achieving full employment of resources
through provision, regulation and channeling of money supply

to desired activities is considered to be a significant objective of
monetary policy. The term full employment refers to optimum
utilization of the land, labour, capital and entrepreneurships and
other available resources in an economy leading to the increase
in national income.
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ii.

Price Stability : Price stability is another important objective
of monetary policy. The fluctuations in the price level leads to
fluctuations in the level of economic activities. The economy suffers
if there are soaring prices or declining prices. Hence, ensuring
stability in price level helps in the growth of the economy.

iii.

Exchange rate stability : Stability of exchange rate is considered
as oldest and traditional objectives of monetary policy. Exchange

d

rate refers to the exchange value of currency in terms of one

he

currency to another currency. The frequent fluctuation in the
exchange rate leads to international financial crisis and price
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instability. It also adversely affects the capacity of international
investment or lending by creditors in many countries. Hence,
exchange rate stability is essential for maintaining stability
in international economic relations and promoting monetary
cooperation’s among the various countries of the world.
iv.

Economic Growth : Sustained economic growth of the economy
is another important objective of the monetary policy. Economic
growth refers to a sustained increase in real national income

to

or per capita output. Monetary policy also promotes economic
development by creating favorable environment for increase in

No
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savings and capital formulation which leads to faster the economic
growth.

Instruments of Monetary Policy
The monetary policy is implemented by the Central bank of a
country. The central bank regulates the supply of money and credit
in the economy and restricts the usage of it for desired purposes. This
regulation of money supply and its channeling to priority purposes
helps in achieving price stability and higher growth in the country.
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In our country, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is the central bank performing
these functions. RBI acts as the monetary authority of the country. We
shall discuss the monetary policy instruments being adopted by RBI.
These can be broadly classified into two types, namely I) quantitative
control measures, and II) qualitative or selective control measures.
Since these measures operate through the credit creation capacity of

he

I. Quantitative Credit Control Measures

d

banks, they are also generally called as ‘credit control measures’.

The quantitative credit control measures directly the affect of
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quantity of money available to the business and people. They comprise
of: i) Bank Rate ii) Open Market Operations iii) Cash Reserve Ratio, iv)
Statutory Liquidity Ratio, v) Repo Rate and vi) Reverse Repo Rate. Let
us discuss them in brief.
i.

Bank Rate : Bank rate refers to the rate at which central bank
rediscounts the approved bills of exchange by the commercial
banks. It is one of the oldest methods of credit control. It is
based on the assumption that market rate of interest changes in

to

response to the bank rates. When the bank rate increases, interest
rate also increases making the credit by banks and consequently
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leading to contraction of credit in the economy. A reduction in
bank rate leads to a reduction in the rate of interestand results in
expansion of credit.

ii.

Open Market Operations : Open market operations refer to
buying and selling of government securities in open market for
expanding or contracting the amount of money available within
the banking system. While purchases by the RBI inject money into
the banking system, sale of securities withdraw the liquidity from
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the banking sector. This policy aims at preventing unrestricted
increase in money supply.This technique is superior to bank rate
policy as it does not affect the interest rates.
iii.

Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) : Commercial banks are required to
hold a certain proportion of their deposits in the form of cash
with RBI. CRR is the minimum amount of cash that commercial
banks have to keep with the RBI at any given point of time. RBI

d

uses CRR either to drain out excess liquidity from the economy or

he

to release additional funds needed for the growth of the economy.
For example, if the RBI reduces the CRR from 5% to 4%, it means
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that commercial banks will now have to keep a lesser proportion
of their total deposits with the RBI making more money available
for business. Similarly, if RBI decides to increase the CRR, the
amount available with the banks is reduced.
iv.

Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) : Commercial banks are also
required to maintain a given percentage of their total deposits
in the form of gold or government approved securities before
providing credit to the customers. This is referred as SLR and is

to

stated in terms of a percentage of total deposits available with
commercial banks. This also works in the same manner as CRR.

No
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An increase in SLR contracts credit supply while a reduction in
SLR expands credit availability.

v.

Repo Rate : Whenever commercial banks have any shortage of
funds they can borrow from the RBI, against securities. The rate
at which the RBI lends to commercial banks is called Repo Rate.
If the RBI increases the Repo Rate, it makes borrowing expensive
for commercial banks and vice versa. As a tool to control inflation,
RBI increases the Repo Rate, making it more expensive for the
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banks to borrow from the RBI with a view to restrict the availability
of money. During deflationary situation, the RBI will reduce the
repo rate and encouragescredit availability and growth.
vi.

Reverse Repo Rate : The rate at which the RBI is willing to borrow
from the commercial banks is called reverse repo rate. If the RBI
increases the reverse repo rate, it means that the RBI is willing
to offer lucrative interest rate to commercial banks to park their

d

money with the RBI. This results in a reduction in the amount

he

of money available for the bank’s customers as banks prefer to
park their money with the RBI as it involves higher safety. This
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naturally leads to a higher rate of interest which the banks will
demand from their customers for lending money to them.

II. Qualitative or Selective credit control measures
The qualitative or selective credit control measures affect the usage
of credit for different purposes. These measures encourage credit for
priority purposes and discourage credit for non-priority purposes.
Hence, they affect the quality of usage of credit and that is why they
are called as qualitative measures. Important qualitative instruments

Change in lending margins : Collateral security is required for

No
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i.

to

of credit control are as follows:

obtaining any loan. The percentage value of the security that
is considered for giving loan is called as the margin. Therefore,
margin is the proportion of the value of security against which
loan is given. Margin against a particular security is reduced or
increased in order to encourage or to discourage the flow of credit
to a particular sector. It varies from 20% to 80%. For agricultural
commodities it is as high as 75%. Higher the margin lesser will be
the loan sanctioned.
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ii.

Ceiling on credit or credit rationing : It is another method of
selective credit control by the RBI. The RBI fixes the maximum
amount of credit given to a particular use or sector. The rationing
of credit is done to prevent excessive expansion of credit.

iii.

Moral suasion : Moral suasion is a method of persuading and
convincing the commercial banks to advance the credit or reduce

d

the credit to certain activities. The RBI issues periodical letters

he

to bank to exercise control over credit in general or advances
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against particular commodities. Periodic discussions are held
with authorities of commercial banks in this respect.
iv.

Direct Action : Direct control consists of the measures taken
by the central bank against commercial banks and financial
institutions when all other methods prove ineffective. This method
involves the issuing general instructions by the central bank to
all the commercial banks.

Regulation of Consumer credit : Regulation of consumer

to

v.

credit is used to restrict the consumer demand when inflation is

No
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increasing due to consumer credit. Purchasing durable consumer
goods such as cars, refrigerators, washing machines, furniture’s
etc., on installment basis is called as consumer credit.

Thus, the central banks aim at restricting the availability of credit
through various measures for the purpose of regulating money supply
and consequent effects on prices and growth of the economy.
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Fiscal Policy
Meaning of Fiscal Policy
The income, expenditure and money available to individuals
and business can be controlled by government through its taxation,
expenditure and borrowing activities. This deliberate attempt of the
government to regulate macroeconomic parameters by altering its

he

d

revenue, expenditure and borrowing is called as the fiscal policy.
Stiglitz and Wash define fiscal policy as “changes in government’s
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expenditure and taxes that are designed to achieve macroeconomic
policy goals”. Arthur Smithies defines fiscal policy as “policy under
which the government uses it expenditure and revenue programmes to
produce desirable effects and avoid undesirable effects on the national
income, production and employment”.

Objectives of the Fiscal Policy

The general objectives of the fiscal policy are: i) Mobilization of
resources ii) Expansion of employment opportunities iii) Price stability

Mobilization of resources : Mobilization of adequate financial

No
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i.

to

iv) Reduction of disparities of income, and v) Economic development

resources to spend on the development programs is one of the
important objectives of the fiscal policy. This is achieved through
increasing tax rates, widening the tax net, and through borrowing.

ii.

Expansion of employment opportunities : Expansion of
employment is another important objective of the fiscal policy.
This is achieved through higher spending by the government and
also encouraging investment in the private sector.
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iii.

Price stability : Price stability is another important objective of
the fiscal policy. When the economy is experiencing situation of
inflation, the government reduces its expenditure and may levy
higher taxes, thereby reducing excess money with the people.
During deflationary situation, on the other hand, the government
will reduce taxes and increase its own expenditure to infuse more

Reduction in disparities of income : Economic disparities lead

he

iv.

d

money into the hands of people and business.

to instability in the economy. Fiscal policy is a powerful tool to
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reduce the economic disparity. The government uses effective
taxation policy to minimize the economic disparities of the country.
Through progressive taxation, government will tax heavily the
richer sections and provide extensive subsidies to the poor as
well as spend on welfare schemes for the poor. This leads to the
redistribution of income and wealth among the different sections
of the society.
v.

Economic Development : Promoting economic development of a

to

country is an important objective of the fiscal policy. The sources
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of development finance involve taxation, domestic borrowing, and
external borrowing. The expansion of investment opportunities
has a positive effect on the level of business activities and it leads
to the economic development of country.

Instruments of Fiscal Policy
The main instruments of fiscal policy are public revenue, public
expenditure, public borrowing and deficit financing.
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Public revenue
It is one of the important tools of fiscal policy. Public revenue
comprises of tax revenue and non-tax revenue. Revenue from various
taxes levied by the government is the tax revenue. Tax is a compulsory
payment made by the people to the government without expecting any
direct returns. Taxes are of two kinds: direct and indirect. Tax paid by
the person or the firm on whom it is legally imposed is called direct tax.

d

Personal income tax, corporate income tax, wealth tax, estate duty etc.,

he

are the taxes that have to be paid by those on whom it is levied. The
tax burden cannot be transferred. On the other hand, an indirect tax
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is that whose burden can be transferred to others. That is the person
on whom the tax is imposed different from who actually pays it. All
taxes on goods and services like value added tax, excise duty, sales tax,
custom duty, etc. are indirect taxes.

Since tax is usually considered as burden, taxation policy is so
designed as to generate adequate financial resources for the development
of country; as well as to provide needed incentive to the people and
private business to earn money, to save and to invest. Tax revenue

to

comprises the major share of revenue in all the countries.
The term non-tax revenue refers to revenue collected from sources

No
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other than tax sources. It mainly consists of income from fees, penalties
and fines, profits of public undertaking enterprises, printing coins and
currency notes, and grants from the foreign countries.

Public expenditure
Participation of governments in the developmental activities has
increased substantially after the great depression of the 1930s and the
Second World War. The emergence of welfare states has also increased
the public expenditure for socio-economic development of the country.
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The term public expenditure refers to the expenditure incurred by
the government for promoting socio-economic welfare of the people.
The total public expenditure incurred by the government is mainly
classified into i) developmental expenditure and ii) non developmental
expenditure.
All expenditure that promotes production is developmental
expenditure. For instance, expenditure on irrigation, roads, power

d

projects, public health, education, communication, industries, etc.,

he

improves productive potential of the economy and income earning
capacity of the individuals. The expenditure which are of nonproductive
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in nature such as expenditure on subsidies, pensions, interest payments
and expenditure on administration are called as non-development
expenditure.

Public Debt

Public debt or borrowing is another important instrument of fiscal
policy. It is a tool for mobilizing additional financial resources in
developing economies. The term public debt refers to the borrowings
of the government to fill the gap between public revenue and public

to

expenditure. The amount of public revenue is low in many developing
countries due to low savings and low per capita income of the country.
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But the public expenditure is rising due to increasing developmental
needs. Therefore, to fill this gap, the government borrows from the general
public as well as from other institutions. Public debt is classified as i.e.
domestic and external debt. Debt from people and institutions, through
bonds and debentures within the country, is domestic debt. Similarly,
debt from other countries and international institutions such as World
Bank, International Monetary Fund, International Finance Corporation
etc., is external debt.
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Deficit Financing
Deficit financing is a new instrument of fiscal policy. J.M. Keynes
states that the deficit financing is an instrument for fiscal policy to
raise the level of output and employment. The term deficit financing
refers to printing more currency and putting it into circulation in the
economy. Whenever borrowing is also not adequate or feasible, then

d

the government resorts to financing its budget deficit through printing

he

of additional currency. But a greater reliance on it may result in an
inflationary spiral and other unwanted consequences. That is why
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each country has a specific target of deficit financing and is maintained
within the targeted levels only.

Exercise

Choose the correct answer from the four options given

I.

below.
1)

The quantitative measures include
a) bank rate

		

c) CRR

d) all the above

The Monetary policy is controlled by

No
t

2)

b) open market operation

to

		

.

.

		

a) Central Bank

b) Central Government

		

c) State Government

d) Private Sector

is a direct tax.

3)
		

a) Income tax

b) Customs duty

		

c) Sales tax

d) Excise duty
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4)

The buying and selling of government securities and treasury
.

bills by the central bank refers to
		

a) bank rate

b) open market operation

		

c) cash reserve ratio

d) statutory liquidity ratio

5)

Deficit financing is an instrument for fiscal policy to raise
the level of output and employment states was advocated by
.
a) J.M. Keynes

b) Milton Friedman

		

c) Adam Smith

d) none of the above

he

d

		

1)
2)
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II. Fill in the blanks.

The significance of fiscal policy emerged after the

.

acts as the monetary authority of the country.

3)

Indirect tax is imposed on one person but paid by

4)

The public expenditure mainly comprises of

.
and

expenditure.

refers to revenue collected from sources of other

to

5)

than tax sources.

No
t

III. Answer the following questions in one sentence.
1)

Name the bank which controls money supply in our country.

2)

Define Fiscal Policy.

3)

What is bank rate?

4)

Give any two examples for indirect tax.

5)

What is cash reserve ratio?
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IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
Mention four objectives of the fiscal policy.

2)

Name the instruments of fiscal policy.

3)

Differentiate between direct and indirect tax.

4)

Write two types of public expenditure.

5)

Define monetary policy.

he

d

1)

V. Answer the following questions in about 8 sentences.
Explain the instruments of the fiscal policy.

2)

Discuss the Objectives and instruments of monetary policy.

3)

Explain the objectives of fiscal policy.

4)

Explain the types of public debt.

5)

Differentiate between development and non development
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1)

to

expenditure.

Project Work

No
t

• List out the monetary policies of RBI to control
the inflation in last 3 years.
• List out the works undertaken by the Government
in your district and its impact.

MHMHM
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Chapter 10

d

Welfare Economics

he

“A society can be Pareto optimal and still perfectly disgusting.”
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						- Amartya Sen

Introduction

The growth of the society depends upon various aspects. Apart from
wealth, a number of other factors like literacy, quality of education,
number of teachers, health, number of doctors, public health services,
levels of pollution, etc. also contribute towards the wellbeing of the
society. It indicates the overall happiness of the people rather than their

to

prosperity. 'How happy people are' is more important than 'how rich they
are'. In Economics, happiness is described as welfare. Therefore, what

No
t

is welfare? What are the different types of welfare? How it contributes
towards the growth of the individual and the society? The objective of
this chapter is to answer these questions and understand the issues
relating to improving welfare of the people.
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Meaning of Welfare
According to Marshall, "Economics is the study of mankind in the
ordinary business of life. It inquires how a man earns income and how
he uses it. Thus, it is on the one side the study of wealth and on the
other, the most important part is the study of mankind."

d

‘Welfare’ is a state of being happy, healthy, or successful. Human

he

welfare aims towards improving the well- being of the individuals and
the society around them. In this process, the attempt is to provide
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resources and ensure conditions necessary for better and happy living.
It also attempts to create an atmosphere of concern and cooperation
amongst the people. However, it is very difficult to exactly measure
quantitatively human welfare. That is why economists measure human
welfare as the amount of satisfaction derived from consumption of
goods and services offered to the community. Indirectly, the amount
of goods and services available for consumption of the people becomes
an indicator of human welfare. These goods and services include both

to

economic and non-economic types.
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Welfare economics is a branch of economics which is mainly

concerned with the promotion of welfare of the community. Welfare
economics attempts to evaluate alternate ways for resource allocation
from the viewpoint of the economic well-being of the society as a whole.
For instance, if the current total welfare in a society is W1, then welfare
economics attempts to ensure a higher level of welfare i.e., W2 in the
future by suggesting different ways of resource reallocation amongst
the society, so that W2>W1.
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Thus, the fundamental objective of the welfare economics is to explain
the various factors that provide maximum social welfare and also how
it can be attained. It helps to rank the alternative economic situations
on the scale of better to worse. Apart from resource allocation welfare
economics also helps to evolve appropriate policy for the optimum
allocation of factor inputs in the commodities and distribution of

d

the commodities amongst the consumers. For instance, government
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free and/ or subsidized goods and services.

he

supports the needy people in the society usually through provision of

The Concepts related to Welfare

Welfare is subjective by nature and can be derived from various
factors. Thus, it is difficult to understand the appropriate meaning of
welfare. The study of the concepts related to it will help us to understand
‘Welfare’ in a better way. Let us study these concepts in brief :

I. Economic and Non-Economic Welfare

to

Economic Welfare: Welfare which can be directly or indirectly
measured in terms of money, that is, on the basis of the level of

No
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prosperity and quality of living of the individuals and the community
around is called as economic welfare. It is influenced by factors like
national income, per capita income, consumption, investment, etc. It is
also expressed as the utility gained from the consumption of economic
goods and services, possession of wealth, distribution of goods and
services, etc.
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Non-Economic Welfare: It is that welfare which cannot be expressed
in monetary terms, for instance moral welfare. The non-economic factors
include social, cultural and political factors. For instance, participation
in environment awareness programs, social activities in the society,
involvement in political activities, co-operating in maintaining law and

II. Individual Welfare and Social Welfare

d

order, etc. are the examples of non-economic welfare.

he

Individual Welfare: It is defined as the sum total of satisfaction
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derived by an individual from the consumption of goods and services.
It consists of utilities or satisfaction obtained by an individual through
the use of goods and services and also by the possession of assets.The
amount of welfare derived by individuals depends upon (i) the set of
target variables they wish to achieve, (ii) the objective which influences
the utility of the variable and (iii) the decision rule which the individual
follows to achieve his target. For example,suppose a person prefers
commodity A rather than B for consumption, it indicates that good A
provides more welfare to him than good B. The comparison between

to

good A and good B also shows the influence of the objective for selection

No
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and the decision rule of the consumer.
Social Welfare: It is the aggregate of "individual welfare" of all the

members of the society. Suppose, if there are three individuals X, Y,
and Z in a society, then the social welfare (W) is sum total of their
utilities, that is:
W = UX + UY + UZ
Where, U stands for utility related to individuals X, Y and Z.
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Social welfare focuses on providing quality i) education ii) medical
and health iii) housing iv) income maintenance v) personal welfare
vi) skill training vii) community development for all members of the society.
Thus, welfare helps individuals to strengthen their abilities and
become self-dependent. The government and voluntary organizations

d

play a very important role in social welfare programs.

he

Divergence between Individual and Social Welfare
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Generally speaking, increase in individual welfare increases the
welfare of the society. But it is not so all the times. Firstly, there can
be cases where private benefits are less than the social benefits. For
instance, a person planting trees in his private garden also helps to
improve the air of the neighborhood or lamps installed at the doors
of private house or a light house benefiting ships on which no toll is
levied. In these the private benefits are less than the social benefits.

to

On other hand, there can also be cases where private benefits
are more than the social benefits. For instance, smoke coming out of

No
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chimney of a factory causes damage to the society but the owner earns
profit by producing and selling and is not concerned about the smoke.
Similarly, farmers doing pest control treatment in their farm may avoid
damage to their crops but will increase the chemical content in the
crops. There are many such cases of divergence between individual and
social welfare.
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Welfare criteria
There are various criteria which help us to judge the welfare. Few
important one’s are discussed below:

Pigou’s Criteria
According to Alfred C. Pigou economic welfare is that part of general

d

welfare which can be brought directly or indirectly into relation with

he

the measuring rod of money. It implies that the satisfaction or utility
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derived by an individual from the use of economic goods and services
can be exchanged for money.

Pigou measured economic welfare in terms of national income. He
stated that, other things being equal, if the national income is increased
it tends to improve the economic welfare of the people in the society and
vice versa. Thus, attempts should be made to raise the real national
income shifting the resources of production from less profitable ventures

to

to more profitable ventures.
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Pareto Criteria

According to Pareto, if any reorganisation of the economic sources

from their current allocation does not harm anybody and makes
atleast one better off in the society then it indicates an increase in
social welfare. In other words, social welfare can be increased with the
help of redirection of resources and increasing welfare of atleast one
individual without affecting that of others.
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In this regard Pareto has laid down certain condition for maximizing
social welfare or for achieving social optimum. The conditions are as
follows:
i.

Efficiency in distribution of commodities among consumers
(Efficiency in consumption)

ii.

Efficiency in allocation of factors among firms (Efficiency in

he

d

consumption)
iii.
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Efficiency in the composition of output (Efficiency in product mix)

Exercise

I.

Choose the correct answer from the four options given
below.
1)

Welfare economics is the study of human__________.

		

a) well-being

b) wealth

		

c) income

d) none of the above

‘Participation in environment awareness programs’ is an

to

2)

No
t

example of_________.
		

a) economic welfare

b) non-economic welfare

		

c) positive economics

d) none of the above

3)

Individual welfare is the satisfaction obtained by an individual
though __________.

		

a) the use of goods and services b) the possession of assets

		

c) both a & b		
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d) none of the above

4)

Pigou’s welfare refers to ________.

		

a) economic welfare

b) non-economic welfare

		

c) both a & b

d) none of the above

5)

Social welfare focuses in providing quality ________.
a) education

b) medical and health

		

c) housing

d) all the above

he

Fill in the blanks.
1)

The state of mind which reflects human happiness and
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II.

d

		

satisfaction is called _______.
2)

Economic welfare can be measured in terms of__________.

3)

Welfare can be directly or indirectly measured in terms of
_________.

4)

Welfare economics attempts to evaluate alternate ways of the

5)

to

_________.

Social welfare means aggregate of__________ welfare.

No
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III. Answer the following in one sentence.
1)

Write the meaning of welfare.

2)

Name any two factors that influence economic welfare.

3)

Give an example of non-economic welfare.

4)

What is individual welfare?

5)

What is social welfare?
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IV. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.
What is meant by human welfare?

2)

How do we measure economic welfare?

3)

What is the objective of welfare economics?

4)

Give few examples of divergence between individual and social
welfare.

Answer the following in an about 8 sentences.
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V.

Explain the meaning of individual welfare.

he

5)

d

1)

1)

Explain the role of welfare in the human life.

2)

Explain the meaning of economic and non-economic welfare.

3)

Write a brief note on welfare economics.

4)

Write a note on social welfare.

5)

Discuss the divergence between individual and social welfare

to

with the help of examples.

Project Work

No
t

• Make a list of economic and non-economic
welfare activities.
• Collect information and write about
the social welfare activities in your district.

MHMHM
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